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DEAR READER 

This begins Volume 7 of the DISABILITY STUDIES QUARTERLY. The 
current issue is a generic. onec The Spring quarterly (deadline March 1) 
will ,gee material relating to "Baby Doe," genetic ·Screening and other 
neonatal issues and early childhood experiences. Summer 1987 (deadline· 
June 1) will have a comparative and international focus. In th~ work$ 
are issues on economics, advocacy, social-psychological research, and ·the 

.teaching of disability. What comes when, if at all, will depend on your 
suggestions and contributions. 

The Editors 

FOCUS 

Welcome to the Post Harris Poll World 
The Reality of an Emerging Mino·rity Mindset 

by Mary Jane Owen (Director, Disability Focus, Inc., Washington, DC) 

Those of us who are social scientists face a common dilemma: our 
target keeps moving out of focus. We place it carefully in a frame of 
reference or within a conceptual definition, we glance away and the 
context shifts. Those of us who.are also practitioners are additionally 
under the gun to prove the cost-benefits of our strategies and interven-
tions. Failures to "fix" problem areas make.us uncomfortable and the 
resulting questions about our effectiveness are disturbing in the context 
of Gramm, Rudman, Hollings and other ~ltered assessments of programmatic 
initiatives previously not subjected to such "harsh" accountability. 
Funding cuts to all domestic services which do not result in measurable 
b~nefits are going to be made! In spite of these factors, implications 
of an emerging minority mindset within the disability community which has 
·the potential of supplementing our knowledge base, have failed to ignite 
enthusiastic consideration in preparation o·f more relevant treatment 1. 

modalities or curriculum modification. The Louis Harris Poll, "Bringing 
Disabled Americans Into The Mainstream" is the first national sample of 
what our common target of concern thinks about itself. The current 
analysis suggests the Harris data, added to insights offered by inrtovative 
thinkers among our peers, can prevent the field of. vocational rehabilit~-
tion from experiencing the oblivion foreseen in the provocatively facetious 
fictional seminar reported by Joe Moriarty in ''R~arranging Chairs On The 
Ti:tanic: Decline and Fall of Vocational Rehabilitation 1973-1995." In 
t~~t analysis, a former counselor, looking· back from the year 2005 · 
suggests; "Casework-clinical methods were not suited to dealing with a 
problem that was societal and systemic ... so environmental.in its roots." 
The ~ndemic conditions faced by disabled people, combined with the f~eld's 
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ingrown stanc·e and failure to employ current social data and examine· 
·contemporary trends -in keeping the field relevant in a shifting social 
environrnent·were factors offered by these scholars of the future as 
reason~ for the death of rehabilitation as a profession. 

The year 1987 sees some within the discipline of conventional disa- · 
bility services rushing after the practical business and corporate leader-
ship, offering to be ·collaborators after _the fact of a looming reality, 
with.out inco:rpor.ating the implications·into·its theoretical base. WhiJ.e 
rehabilitationists are still worrying such questions as the optimum.-time 
for interventiori, the profit-minded pragmatists· are moving into the -<I 

hospitals, sans the "benefit" of clinical skills, offering opportunity to 
injured workers to return to jobs immediately upon medical clearance, · 
with appropriate accommodations, thus bypassing the disability insurance-
rolls:i for- a quick return to the company payroll. As these profit-motivated 
entrepreneurs encounter the practical idealism of the· Independent Living; 
advocates~ the conventional-casework ~odel may face crises which exceeds 
those of the structural weakness of the Titanic. Fiscal conservatives 
and disabled people may meet and agre~ on several important factors. 
Fully 78% of the sample think there should .b~ less government spending on 

·disabled people who can but won't work. When the business community, 
comprehends the contervailing solution (94% say there must be more appro-
priate· equipment in the work sites of the nation so that disabled people 
can work more easily) both groups may begin negotiating directly, without 
the need for intervening professional appraisal ahd counseling. 

The Harris poll afters few demographic surprises: ·there are 27 
million disabled people of working age who are less educated, more likely 
to be living under the poverty level without jobs, and less involved in 
the life o'f their -communities than their non-disabled compatriots. The 
representative sample.falls to the lowe~t end of all the scales used to 
measure "the good life." While developing training modalities:, relevant 
curriculum and practice techniques, little attention has been directed 
tbward how disabled people actually think of themselves. When asked by 
the Harris poll if they considered themselves as disabled, only a minority 
of 43% wished to identify in this way, in spite of the fact that all but 
15% of the total sample were classified as having more than a ~light 
impairment. Thus, .even when labeled by society as "disabled" slightly· 
more than half of the respondents, as individuals, rejected this stereo-
typing- -label. Not surprisingly, such denial was particularly evident 
with those individuals who.held jobs (73%). ·Since to become eligible f6r 
most benefits associated with "handicaps," one must declare and document 
unemployability, pressure to disassociate self from such labeling is 
hardly surprising. But such denial did not prevent these same indi-
vidu~ls from identifying with other disabled people: only 16% 6f the 
total group felt no union with others labeled as disabled. ·But whether 
disabled people are ready to personally assume the negative social stigma 
of disability, there is little.doubt about their shared sense that people 
wi~h disabilities should be regarded in the same manner as other minority 
groups and offered protection as such: 75% hold this belief, Among those 
less than 44 yeais of age, this position seemed appropriate to over 82%. 
The proposition of minority status has been recently suggested ih a. 
-growing body of advocacy_literature calling for full political and social. 
participation. We now have data which confirms an impressive majority· 
(84%) of disabled people feel a sense of common, shared concern which is 
strongest · among younger ihdividµals .·. Therefore, we can expect increased 
and po_tentially more powerful identification "t:o develop in the years ahead. 

In another context we were reminded time changes the meaning-of dld 
realities: ''If you aren't part of the solution, yoti are probably part of 
the problem.·" We have come across new sign posts to the ·future. An 
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emerging minority-mindset is a fa~tor we can ill afford t6 ignore in our 
practice, research, training and development of curriculum materials and 
resources. Welcome to the Post Harris Poll Ageo Let's get to work to 
alter our course into the future to avoid these cold icebergs which 
threaten us with judgements of irrelevancy. 
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COMING EVENTS 

A. :Feb. 11-13, "The Value of Many Voices," sponsored by the Center for 
Applied Biomedical Ethics and AMI/Presbyterian/Saint Luke's in Denver, 
co, explores how cultural, religious and social value differences 
complicate ethical decision making. Contact: the Center for Applied 
Biomedical Ethics, 4567 E 9th Ave., Denver, co 90220; 303/320-2895. 

B. Feb. 12-15, Sunbelt Social Network Conference, Clearwater, FLo 
Papers dealing with issues of method, theory and application in network 
analysis. Contact: H.R. Bernard, Anth, 1350 Turlington Hall, U Florida, 
Gainesville, FL 32611 or Alvin Wolfe, Anth, u South Florida, Tampa, FL 
33620. Abstract deadline: March 1. 

c. Feb. 12-16, Society for Cross-Cultural Research, Contact: Marc 
Howard.Ross, Frog .. Chair, Dept. of Pol. Sci., Bryn Mawr College, Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010. 

D. Feb. 13 and 14, The University of South Florida announces the second 
Communicating with Patients Conference at the Tradewinds Resort in Ste 
Petersburg Beach, Florida. Featured speakers include: Arthur Caplan, 
Dwight Conquergood, Robert Good, Sheldon Greenfield, Robert Norton and 
David Pendleton. Contact: David H. Smith, Ph.D. The Department of Compre-
hensive Medicine, Box·41, 12901 North 30th Street, Tampa, FL 33612, 
813/974-3294. 

E. Feb. 14, "Legal and Ethical Issues In Nursing and Allied health 
Care," Emory University Campus, Atlanta, Georgia. Continued research and 
development of sophisticated medical technology that conflicts with a 
demand for economic tightening of health care resources, a heightened 
awareness of the rights of health care consumers, and an increasing 
number of medical malpractice claims have made many health care providers 
deeply concerned about the humanistic underpinnings of their practice 
behaviors. While much of the relevant literature in this area is physi-
cian-oriented, nurses and especially allied health professionals have 
been less well served. Contact: Continuing Medical Education,· Emory 
University School of Medicine, 104 WHSCAB,.1440 Clifton Road, N.E., 
Atlanta, GA 30322, 404/727-5695. 

F. Feb. 14-18, American Association for the Advancement of Science,. 
Chicago IL. Contact: AAAS, 1333 H St., N.W., Washington DC 20005, or 
call Meetings Office, 202/326-6448. 

G. March 2-6, International Forum on Sexuality and Disability, Eilat, 
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Israel,. Contact: ·Israel Rehabilitation Socie_ty ,· 18 David· Elazar Street, 
Hakiry, Tel Aviv, 61909, Israel. · 

H. March 12~13, Fifteenth Annual Brigham Young University Family an~ 
Demography Research Institute Conference,: Provo, UT. ·ThE;me: "Aging and 
th~ Family.'' Contact: Norene Petersen, 822, Spencer W. Kimball Tower,. 
Brigham,Young University, Provo, UT 84602. 

I. March.25-29, American Orthopsychiatric Association 64th Annual . 
Meeting, Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington,·DC. Theme: ."Toward Em-
powerment <:>f Families: Strategies for-Change." Contact: ORTHO, 19 We:;;t 
44th St., Suite· 1616, New York, NY 10036; 212/354-5770 

. . . . " ' . 

J. .March 25·-29, American Culture Association and Popular Culture Associ-
ation, Montreal, Canada. contact: Laura B. DeLind, Dept. of Anth·., 302 
Baker Hall, Michigan State u~, East Lansing, MI 48824; 517/355-7490 •. 

K. March 27-2&, The Center for the Devlopment of Social Responsibility 
(CDSR) is presently seeking to elicit debate ·on new possibilities for 
social responsible.behavior by.American institutions. Composed principally 
of faculty members at Appalachian State University (Boone, NC), the 
center is especially interested in perspectives on the social responsi-
bilitiE;s of American universities. Contact: Jefferson c. Boyer, Dir.,· 
CDSR, PO Box 09087, Boone, NC -28608. . 

L. April 1-5, First International Conference on the Future of Adult 
Life, Leeuwenhorst Congress Centre, The Netherlands. Contact: CONGREX, 
Keizersg-racht 610, 1017 EP Amsterdam, The Netherlands; (31 20) 270401. 

M. April 8~1~, .Society for Applied Anthropology~ 46th Annual Meeting, 
Hotel Mision de los Ahgeles, Oaxaxa, Mexic6. Central theme will be the 
international aspects of applied social sciences, with ~pecial attention 
to the problems of developing countries. Louise Duvall is chairing twd 
sessions _on IIDisabili ty in a Cross-Cultural Setting." The meeting is a 
joint etfort with Mexian anthr6pological organizations. English and 
Spanish will be the.official languages. Contact:· Demitri Shimkin, Dept~ of 
Anth., U. -Illinois, 109 Davenport Hall, 607 S. Mathews, Urbana, IL 61801. 

N. April 10-12, Interdisciplinary Conference on Gender/Culture/Politics, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL. Contact: Program in Compara:tive 
Literature and Theory, 152 .Kresge Hall, Northwestern University, Evanston, 
IL' 60201.. 

o. April 22-25, Society for Disability studies, formerly society for 
the Study of Chronic Illness~ Impairment, and.Disability, Annual·Meeting, 
Westin Hotel, El Paso, TX. Contact:. Gary Kiger, Department of Sociology, 
Utah State University-,. Logan, UT 84322-0730.. · 

P. April 23-24, "Aging .and Rehabilitation in Cl).ronic Renal Disease: 
Intervention Strategies,·" Terrace Garden -Inn, Atlanta, GA. Presented by 
Embry University Department of Rehabilitation Medicine. Contact: Nancy 
G .. Kutner, Ph.~., 1441 Clifton Road, N.E., Atlanta, GA; 404/727-5561w 

Q. April 30-May 3, Society for Psychological Anthropology meeting 
jointly with the American Ethnological Society, Emily Morgan Hotel, San 
Antonio, TX. Theme: "The -Production and Acquisition of Culture." SPA· 
Prag. C~air: Catherine Lutz. For abstract, regi~tration and hotel: reser-
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vation, form$, write·· AES/SPA, 1703 New Hampsh:tre Ave., N·.w., Washington, 
oc iooo~. · · · · · 
R. -~ June 5-7, 4th Internatiop.al Independen~ Living a-nd Polio Conference, 
St. Louis, Missouri. ,Contact: Gazette International Networking Institute, 
45·02. Maryland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63108. 

s. June 30-July 3, Third International Conference of the U.K. Association 
to·Aid the Sexual and Personal Relationships of People with a Disabi1ity, 
Contact: SPOD, Morgan Williams, Director, 286 Camden Road, University of 
Manchester, U.K. 

T. _: CHANGE International Symposium on Disability ·Education now July 
26-31,· 1987 (previously scheduled July 5-10). Contact: E. Chigier, 
Israel Rehabilitation Society,· 18 David Elazar St., Hakiry, Tel Aviv · 
6190~ Israel~ : 

u. ~July 5-8, International Round Table on Counselling Disabled Persons 
·and their Families, Vienna, Austria. Contact: Austrian Workers Compensa~ 
tion·Board, International Department, Allgemeine Unfallversicherung~a~- · 
~talt, Adalber Stifter-Strasse 65, ~-1200 Vi~nna, Austria. · · 

RETROSPECTIVE ,, 
Report on the First Meeting of the Section on the Folkore of the Disabled, 
American Folklore Society 1986 Annual Meeting · 

The Caucus on the Folklore of the Disabled (AFS) first converied in 
1985 by Karen and Jerry. Hirsch, in February 1986 petitioned the AFS-
Executive Board to be granted ·Section~status. Section st-tus was appro~ed 
:in April . .1986, and members convened as a Section iri; October 1986 at the 
AFS Annua~ Meeting (Baltimore). One of the primaiy responsibilities ·of 
the section· is. to encourage the presentation of papers on.· the folklore· of 

· the disabled. Individuals wishing more information on the Section may , 
contact Marilynn J. Phillips, Co-Convener, ·li40 Martin Place, Ann'Arbor, 
MI 48104;: Papers· on disability presented at the 1986 mee~ting are ab-
stracted as follows,: 

'DOUG, BL'ANDY (Bowling Green State University). RESEARCH REPORT: 
DENNIS 'BYE'S INSTANT AUTOBIOGRAPHY.· Dennis Bye has spent the greater 
pa:rt of 'his life· living in institutions for persons labeled. mentally 
retarded, He has been using a Polaroid camera to document his life and 
incorporates'his instant photographs into handmade booklike construc-
tions. Approaches to discovering the purpose, values arid beliefs embodied 
in these:books was discussed. · · · 

SIMON J., CARMEL (American University). ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S HANDS: 
LEGENDS OF THE AMERICAN DEAF COMMUNITY. The concept of deaf identity: 
among de~f p~ople can be attributed to popular urban legends abo~t notable 
public. ·persons and teachers of the deaf collected by· members of the · · 
American deaf community.· The paper will present a brief background of 
th~ deaf community; related samples of deaf legends,· including stories 

·about· the statue of Abraham· Lincoln at the Memorial in Washington, D.c.:, 
. the "deaf parents" of John Dillinger· and FBI Director· ·J.• ·.Edgar Hoover and 
the Sunday comic strip "Henry." Also, the contents of the original 
sources of.the legendary narratives will be analyzed and examined. 

. KAREN N. HIRSCH (Memphis State University}. "IT MUST' BE· UNCOMFORTABLE 
OUT THERE' IN THE FREE": ·AN EXAMINATION OF·A SONG SUNG BY CHILDREN ·IN A 
NORWEGIAN; HOSPITAL. This report examines a· song I learned in a Norwegian 
.hospital ,:as a child. I. will analyze it as folklore relating ·to ~disabili-
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ties, childr~n's lore within a total institution, a personal experience 
narrative, and family folklore. Piaget's theory of intellectual d~v~lop-
merit'will provide_ insight into-a child's grasp of irony. Various ways in 
whtch dhildren's folklore is transmitted.will be considered. ·Different 
performance contexts will be describe4: singing it with the teacher in 
·the hbspital, singing.it at night with the children, and siriging;_it for 
my family at home~ · 

MARILYNN J. PHILLIPS (Morgan State_ University). WHO ARE THE DIS'-
ABLED? DEFINITIONS OF A "NEW" FOLK GROUP. Although- Dundes defined the 
folk to be "any group of people".who share traditions,. only recently have 
the disabled been perceived to have traditions or a distinctive worldview. 
Commonly defined in medical terms, the disabled have resisted group 
classifications that treat their social interactions-pathologically. The 
new~r social minoriiy model of disability has gained acceptance but fails 
to address the creative processes invoking community or to acknowledge 
their, shared customs and lore. I shall (1) evaluate definiti9ns :of· the 
disabled, (2) identify folklore genres relevant to their traditions, and 
( 3. l . propose. prospects for study of the· folklore of the disabled. 

SOLICITATIONS 

·A. . Joseph L. Baird and Deborah s. Workman, co-editors of the vo'lume of 
poetry entitled Toward Solomon's Mountain: The Experience of Di~ability 
in ,Poetry recently._published by Temple University Press, are currently 
considering an anthology of short prose as a companion volume to their 
eirlier work.· They are, therefore, seeking original manuscripts ,d~aling 
with the theme of disability. All types of prose--except,the excessively 
sentimental or superficially religious--will be considered:. fictidnj 
autobiography, fictionaliz~d autobiography, etc. Submit.all manuscript~ 

· to:·· •Joseph -L .. Baird, English Department, Kent Sta_te Univers·ity, Kent, OH 
4424:2; OR-Deborah s. Workman, Kent State University, Trumbull Campus, 
4314·Mahoning Ave. NW, Warren, OH 44483. 

B. _ Balch Institute Pr~ss and Prize. The Balch Institut~ for Ethnic 
~tudi~s announces the e~tablishment of its owii press and also a prize for 
the best manuscript submitted each year. The Institute i~ solicitin~' 
manuscripts for publication~ in three areas: (1) scholarly monographs on 
any aspect -of immigration- or ethnicity in America, (.2-) general hLstories 
of each and every ethnic group in·the United States and (3')·collections 
of.essays presented at scholarly conferences on the subject of immigration 
and ethnicity. All suitable manuscripts will be evaluated by an editorial 
board-and outside readers and, if accepted, will be published in ~onjunc-
tion.wii~ Associated University Press of cranbr6ok, NJ~ A $1000 prize 
will be awarded for the best manuscript published each year .. Inquiries 
should be addressed to M. Mark Stolarik, Dir., The Balch Institute Press, 
18 s~ 7th st.. , Philadelphia, PA 19106~ · 

c.: Eva Friedlander, Res. Dept., American Federation for the Blind, 15 
w.:16th St., New York, _NY 10011; 212/620-2145 would~like to hear· from: oi. 
about anthropologists who a-re.engaged in research.that has direct or 
indirect relevance to visio~ and vision impairment, e.g.,-disabilities, 
aging,_· s.ensory impairment,. spatial perception,· aesthetics, cognition. 

-D. Barbara Koss, 9322 Osceola Ave·., Morton Grove, IL 60053 is in the· 
prbce,ss of completing a book ·"Let's Hear It F_or the. _caregivers" and is 
iriteiested in the experiences of those givin~ care to people ~ith long~term 
illnesses or chronic.conditions .. 
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E. Corinne She~r·wood, California State u. - Fullerton, Fullerton, CA 
92634 - "I have .. been tnvited to work with "'dropout' leprosy patients iri 
Pakistan, particularly to learn.why ther·e is such a high level of noncom,;. 
pliance, including dropping out. of treatment programs - . s_omething on the 
otder of one-third of all diagnosed pati~nts. Suggestions, ideas, iep6rts, 
personal experience with leprosy, Pakistan and/or noncompliance in general 
would be most welcome." 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

A. The Journal of Medical Humanities and -Bioethics (formerly Bioethics 
Quarterly) · s_eeks essays on all aspects of Medical Humanities~ Art and 
photographs are·welcom_e. Contact: Spencer Lavan, Dept. of Medical Human-
ities,· New England College of Osteopathic· Medicine.·, 11 Hills Beach Road, 
Biddeford, ME 04005. · · - · 

B. A new book series "Public Action and Human Consequences" (Transaction 
Books) will: focus on areas of anthropological research with strong policy 
ramifiqations--including health, 'development, envfronmentand urban 
affairs. Each book will deal with one specific policy area and should 
include empirical research~ evaluations of existirig policies; ~nd explicit 
recommendations. Contact: Michael Tei tel'baum, Series Edi tor, Transaction, 
Rut~ers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903~ 

c. "Sociology of Culture," a· new series from the State University of 
New York Press, will explore the various aspects of the·physical and 
oultural ·environment, past and present. Series Editor Charles R. Simpson 

-seeks submissions on aspects of popular culture, the fine and performing 
arts~- high and· vernacular architecture, social constructed environments 
and collective identities,·media genres, and cultural institutioris. 
Contact:· Rosalie M. Robertson,· Editor, State University of New.York 
Press, State University Plaza, Albany, NY 12246. 

D. The Mid-American Review of Sociology would like to publish a special 
issu~ focusing on the farm crisis. Some of the sub-topics might be: a 
general description of the nature of the crisis;its origin and extent; 
the political economy of the crisis; the role of federal and state policies 
in it; its social and human consequences (in terms of geographic mobility, 
psycholo~ical and physical health, etc.); the nature and extent of polit-
ical and social movements mobilized in response to it. The deadline is 
March 1, 1987·. Th~y also encourage s6ciologists and graduate students in 

.;. sociology to· submit papers on different topics to be considered for 
publication in other issues of MARS. Contact: Articles ~evie~ Editor, 
Mid-American·Review of Sociology, Department of Sociology, University ·of 
Kansas, Lawre~ce, KS 66045. 

E.. The Journal of Applied Gerontology invites submissions for a special 
issue on "Quality of Life in Long-Term-Care Settings." The perspectives· 
of practitioners as ~ell as researchers are welcomed~ Deadline~ ·september 
30, 1987. · Fat further information on s~bmissibn guideliries and topics of 
particular .interest contact: the· Associate .. Edi tor· for Special Issues: 
Lucille B. Bearon, GRECC (182.), VA Medical center, 508 Fulton Street, 
Durham, NC 27705~ · 

F. The Journal bf. Aging -Studies ihvi tes .· submissions for a special issue 
on "Interpretations of Social Security," guest-edited by Jill Quadagno. · 
The them~ ·may be widely defined to include not.orily analyses of the 
program and its development~ but also- studies_ examining the impact·of all_ 
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Social Seburity programs--OA~DI, Medicar~, Medicaid, and SSI--on indi-
viduals, families~ communities, and social services. ··CompaTative studies 
are also welcomed. Maximum length for papers is 35 page~t-including 
bibliography, tables, ·and figures. All articles should be· submitted by 
September 20, 1987 to: Jill Quadagno, Department of Sociology, University 
of Kansa~, Lawrence, KS 66045. · 

G. · The American Sociologist is seeking papers that examine sociologists' 
involvements in social policy research and advice for a ~pecial issue on · 
sociologists and social policy focusing on how sociologist~ do·or have 
done policy research. Papers on contemporary policy research as well as 
sobial histories of previous policy research are ~elcomed. Contact: 
Jam~s L. McCartriey, Editor, Department of Sociology, University of Mis-
souri, Columbia, MO 65211; 314/882-3542. Authors should- submit four 
copies of manuscript~ in ASA fotmat by January 15, 1987. 

H. Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction Meeting, August 18-19, 
1987, Chicago, IL. Papers are invited for sessions·bn New Empirical 
Studies in Symbolic Interaction; Sociology of Gatherings; Self and So-:-
ci~lization; and Intimate Relations. Send by March 1, 1987- to: Sherryl 
Kleinman,- Department of Sociology, University of North Carolina, Chap~l. 
Hill, NC 27514. 

I. Health·Action Papers, a series of occasional papers on innovative 
health programs and approaches to health care, is soliciting manuscripts 
and edited collections. The series does not emphasize highly techriical 
research hor theoretical articles mote appropriately·published.elsewhere. 
Rather, the series is a forum for applied and evaluatioh research with · 
clear implications for progr~m development, as well as for- teports' on_ 
novel ·approa·ches to health care. Send three copies of manuscripts· to·: 

_Carol A. Bryant, Health Action Press, 650 Newtown Pike, Lexington, KY 
40508; 60~/252-2371, ext 271. · 

J .. International Psychogeriatric Association, Third Congress, August 
28-31, 1987, Palmer House, Chicago, IL. · Contadt: Congress Coordinator, 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Institute of Psychiatry, Older Adult 
Pro:gram, 259 East Erie, #448, Chicago, IL 60611; 312/908-1248.• 

. . - . . 

K.. The Association for the Social Scienc~s {n Health is seeking con-_ 
tributed papers for its sessions at the 115th anriual meeting of the 
American Public Health Association in New Orleans, Louisiana, October 
18-22, 1987. Papers should present a significaht social science perspec~ 1.:

tive on iisues and topics of public health, broadly defined. They may 
report·on completed or continuing research, developments in methodology,. 
policy analysis, or other subjects of interest to ·an audience of social 
scientists and other health professionals. Abstracts·must be submitted 
by Marcb 27, 1987. These should be on ttie standard abstract form, which 

. appears in the January 1987 American Journal of Public Health or the APHA 
Ne~~letter, The N~tion's Health. Please send six copies~ one cameia 
ready and five photocopies, and a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: 
Lirida A. Siegenthaler, National Center for Health Services Research, R6om 
lBA:-19, #9, 5600 'Fishers Lane,· Rockville, MD· 20857. 

L. Call for papers for the Society for the Study of Social Problems 
Meeting· in Chicago, 19 8 7. · Sess·ions planned: "Recent Changes iri State 
Health Policy," ·Organizer: Al· Immersheim, Cen.ter for Health Services, 
Policy, and· Administration, 361. Bellamy, Florida State University,.Talla-
has~e~, FL 32306, 904/644-4757; ''Medical and Sociologibal Per~pectives on 
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Health and Illness.,'' Organizer: Mark P~yrot, Director, C~nter for Social 
Research, Loyola College, ·4501 North Charles Street,· Baltimore, ·MD 21210, 
310/323-1010; ·Co...;Sponsored Sessions: "Reproductive Technology" (co-spon-
sored with Sociologists for Women in Society), Oiganizers: .Caroline· 
L. Kaufm·ann and-Brenda-seals, Graduate School of_Public.Health,.A228 
Parran Hall, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh; PA.15261, 412/624-3109; 
"Health Hazards in the Workplace" (co...;sponsored with Environmental Section 
and Labor Studies $ection), Organizer: Andrew Szasz·, Instit~te for H~alth 
Policy.Studies, University of California - san Franbisco, 1326- 3rd Ave.,. 
San Francisco, CA 94143; "Health Care Workers and Inequality" (co-
sponsored with section on Poverty, Class, and Inequality), Organizer: 
Margaret Brindley,-1826 Pine Street, Phildalphia,· PA 19103. Submission 
is by ~aper or extended proposal. Please contact the session organizers 
or the. co-chair for program £Or more· information or· guidelines on s_ubmis-
sion.. ,DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION IS JANUARY 15 1987 .. Papers 9-ealing with 
topic areas not covered by the current list, in_ addition to proposals for 
sessions·or roundtables, should be sent to the· co-chair .for Program,. 
Jennie Kronenfeld, Department of Health Administration, Universityo~ 
South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208, 803/777-5041. · 

M. · I_nternational Visual Sociology Association Annual Conference, July 
10-12, 1987, University of Nebraska -- Omaha. Theme: "Visual Fieldwork: 
Methods and Results~ " Abstracts and other proposals are due May 1, ·· 
1987. :For further information, contact: Wayne Wheeler, Department.of 
Sociology, University of Nebraska, Omaha, NE 68182,_· 402/554-3374. · 

N. The Society for Social Studies of Science· 1987 Annual Meeting, 
Novembe:r 19-22, 1987, Worcester, MA. Proposals fo.r papers from scholars 
interes·ted in the social, human, and policy dimensions of science and 
technology are invited. Proposals should be in the form of an extended 
abstract (approximately 900 words). and should be sent by February 1, 1987 
to: Sal Restivo, Program Committee Coordinator, Department of Science and 
Technology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Iristitute, Troy, NY 12181. 518/266-
8504 .. To organize a·session, send a letter _stating the proposed·topic 
and p~rticipants, and ask the proposed participant~ to send paper pro-
posals. To lead a·roundtable discussion, send a one-page abstract of the 
proposed discussion topic;. All materials must be submitted in trip-.· 
licate. Abstracts of accepted papers will be due June 1~ 1987 for pub-
libati6n in the annual meeting iasue·_of Science and Technology s~~dies. 

o. The Third Annual ''Computer Technology Special Education/Rehabilita-
tion'' intern~tional conference will be held at Califoirtia State Univ~rsity, 
Nbrthridge (Los -Angeles Area), October 15-17, 1987. A 300-500 word 
proposal is due not later than May 1, 1987. Papers shotild deal.with. 
specific, practical strategies rather than theoretical issu~s. Contact: 
Dr.·Harty J. Murphy, Conference Coordinator, California State Uni~ersity, 
Northridgei 18111 Nordhoff Street, Northridge, CA 91330, 818/885~2578. 

. . 

OPPORTUNITIES: AWARDS, FUNDING, PROGRAMS 

A. American Statistical Association/NSF/Census Bureau fellowships and 
associateships are ~vailable at the Census Bureau for 1987-88. The 
fellows offer a unique opportunity to make major advances inmethodo7" 
logical-or subject matter research related ·to Census Bureau operations or 
data. General are~s for research are ~ocial and demographic studies, 
economic"mea~urement and analysis, and statistical methodoloogy and 
compu~ing. Requirements for fellows include a recognized re~earch record 
in relevant fieldi: associates must have at least two years of graduate 
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study in relevant field. Salaries are commensurate with qualifications 
and ~xperience; fririge benefits and a iravel allowance are provided. 
Length.of term and start date are flexible, usually 6-12 months beginning 
September 1, and may begin as early ·as Jun~ 1, 1987 for fello~s and 
February 15, -1987 for associates. For information on specific topic~ and 
hoW to apply, contact: Daniel Kasprzyk, Coordinator for·SIPP Research, 
Room 2025-3, Population bivision, Bureau of the Census, Washington,. DC 
2 0 0 0 3 , ·. 3 0 1 / 7 6 3 - 5 7 8 4 . · 

B. Graduate Training in Medical Sodiology. Applications are being 
accepted for the Master's Program in-Applied Sbciology and the Policy 
Sciences Ph.D. ·Program, both of ~hich offer substantive specialization~ 
in_ health care and medical sociology. The M.A. in Applied Sociology 
provides students with coursework focused on the methodological and 
computer skills most desired by employers and a background in medical 
sociology, aging, or gerontological health. Both thesis and non-t,hesis 
programs are available. Th~ doctoral program in Policy Sciences provides 
students with background in policy formulation and evaluation skills and 
expertise in medical systems and health care delivery. Some.financial 

_aid is available, and interested individuals may contact the Coordinator 
of Graduate Study, ·Department of Sociology, University of Maryl~nd· Balti-
more Co~nty, Baltimore, MD 21228. · - · · · 

I , • • • ' 

· c. The National Institute on Aging anticpates funding and seeks proposals 
for research donferences on nutrition, health and aging. Topics of 
interest include, but aie not limited to, ethnic and socioeconomic factors 
in food preferences and consumption, interventions to.influence_ and 
sustain recommened food practices in middle-aged and older persons, and 
biopsycho~ocial antec~dents of age-related chinges in eating beh~vior~ · 
Receipt date is March 15, 1987. Contact: Martia Ory, Behavioral Sciences 
Research, NIA/NIH, Building 31, Rciom 4C32, Beth~sda, MD 20892. 

D. National Cancer Institute, Division of Cancer Prevention and Control, 
is accepting fellowship applicatioris for'.proposed August 31i 1987 entry 
into the Cancer Prevention Fellowship Program. Funding permitted, up to 
10 individuals may be accepted for three years of training.' Requirements 
are MD, DO, or an accredited doctoral degree in a discipline related to· 
_cancer prevention and research (biomedical, social, or behavioral ~ci~nces) 
or equivalent and academic-professional excellence supported by official 
transcripts and four letters of reference, and U.S. citizenship or resident 
~lien eligible for citizenship within four years at the time of applica-
tion. Funding ranges _are $26,000-$35,000 per year for MD/DO, $18~000-
$31,000 per year for Ph.D. For applicatiob materials and an information 
pack~t, send a postcard with name and address to: Nancy E. Garner, NIH/ 
NCI/DCPC/CCAB, Blair Building, Room 4A01, Bethesda, MD 20892-4200, or 
call 301/427-8788. · 

E. National Cancer Institute announces Cancer Control Small Grants for 
research on· interventions to improve cancer prevention, ea-rly detectioI'l:, 
tre~tment, rehabilitation, and continuing care. Limited to $35,000 tot~l 
costs, the grants are available to investigators who.have not previously 
received funding from· the NCI' s cancer Control Program. - _Copies of ·the 
announcement m~y be;obtained ftom: Carlos E. Caban, Program Director, 
Cancer Control S~all Grants, Divi~ion of Cancer Prevention and Control, 
Blair Building, Room 4A01, National· Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD 20892. 

F. The National institutes of Health, Wbrking Group on Health and 
Behavior, ·invites applications for post-dbctotal and senior fellowships 
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through the NIH National Research Service Award program. ·Receipt dates 
for ~pplidatioris are january l0tMay 10, -and Sept~mber:10 of each yeir. 
For i'nformation -about fellowships, including applicatio:n procedures, 
appli:cable regulations, suitabi1ity of· resear'ch areas, stipends, •and 
allowable·costs, ·contact: Office.of Grant Inquiries, ·Division of Research 
Grants,, National Institutes ·of Health, Westwood Building· 449, Bethesda, 
MD 20892, 301/ 496-7 441. - . . 

G. N~tional Institute of Mental Health, Multisite Po~tdoct6ral Training 
Program in research in Family Processes·and'Psychopathology, invites 
applications. This is a three-year program·invol~in~ 10 ·sites. ·'Fellows 
must·spend time at a minimum of two sites in·three years. - Program begins 
August 1987. Application deadline is January 7, 1987. All sites are 
Equat:opportunity/Affirmative Action employers. For further information 
and application forms, contact: Department of Psychology; Gilmer Hall, 
Admissions~ Multisite Family Postdoctoral Program,·university·of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA 22903-2477. · · 

CURRENT RESEARCH 

A unique interdisciplinary design project in San Diego has been 
awarded the ASID Educational Foundation ·1986 Environmental Design Award. 
Dr. Roberta Null, Associate Professor in Family Studies and Consumer 
sciences at·San Diego State University- (IDEC and ASID Education Member) 
ha.s. co.ordinated design of a training, facility for the low-vision elderly 
at th~~san Diego Service Center for the Blind. · 

T.he prototype: rehabilitation center evolved fromn a design problem 
. completed by SDSU kitchen design students several years ago. Over $70·,ooo 
of professional time, labor, appliances, cabinets, lighting~ flooring,
and other products. have been donated to the r~mode1ing project by some 60 
companies and-_individua1s·. ·The training kitchen .project utilize,d the· · · 
design talents of a· host ·of experts from the fields of int~rior design, 
kitchen planning, _consumer affairs and general contracting in the develop"".'. 
rnent of three complete kitchens. The $4,000.Envircinrnental·Design·Award 
.will be used ·for a fourth "State of the Art" kitchen and ·model apartment 
·facility for disabled persons that will be :a resource for architect~,-
builders-, and interior designer_s. - · 

BOO~, ETC. NOTES· 

A. \ Becerra, Rosina M. and David Shaw. The Hispanic Elderly: ·A Research 
Reference Guide. Lanham, MD:· University Press of America, 1984. . : 

The overall goals of this book are to· identify and assess the research 
instruments that ·.are· available for studies on Hispanic elders. ·To this 
end,· the· authors of this informative guide have prepared a -comprehensive 
review.pf the literature that pertains to the·conceptual problems·affecting 

.the 1design of research on Hispanic elders. The book is divided into· four. 
sections. . · - · _ · · ·. · · · · - · - · · · 
· The initial presentation, THE ELDERLY HISPANlC, is an info.rmational 
and siatisticc1l·survey. of:demographic and sociocultural :topics. ·Included 
in the demographic: overview are a discussioh of residence, age.statistics, 
education··, income, and occupation. The sociocultural discussion describes 
immigration and. geographical di·stribution, the family, the living environ-
ment, ·retirement income, and health ·and mental health -needs of the H,ispanic 
elder. The second section of·this guide considers Hispanic iesearch and 
focuses ·on the design, survey issues, translation, and the --reliability 
and validity of research tools. 'The,.,authors analyze :such pointed areas 
as the belief that-all research ·on Hispanics shouid be sensitively handled 
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and· culturally unbiased. In.the third section the authors present and .. 
describe ~ev~ial toois that hav~ beeri· ufiliied in research iri the Hiipanic 
community. These instruments were gathered and rated for reliability and 
validity by a panel of exp~rts and the tindings ar~ reported in this 
text. Each tool is describe4, instru6tions are given a~ to how they mat 
be u~e~ in ;researching the-Hispanic elders, and how and from ~horn the 
tool miy be obtained. 

· This text is an excellent resource for those who intend to do research 
in the. Hispanic community on t_he elderly and will also ·serve as a beginning 
gtiide fo~ those who.are planning research on the disabled and on women 
who are of Hispanic backgrounds. (Rachel! E. Spector, Bo_ston College· 
Schqol of Nursing) · ' 

B. Bruhn, John G., Philips, Billy v., Levine, Paula L. Medical Sociology 
- An Annotated Bibliography 1972-i982. New York: Garland, 1985. £10 
pages, $100 . 

.. · That th1.s nearly 2000 item English-language bibliography is, neither 
com~leie- nor perfect tells ironibally of both the vastness, of the authors' 
tas~ and the value of their efforts. The beginning date, 1972·, ma~k~ no 
historical cutting point but merely their desire to start where Theodor 
J. Litman)s The.Sociology of Medicine and Health Care ended. Thei;r 
effort is an enormous improvement on anything that exists to~date. It 
includes not only publi~hed' books and articles but also-dissertations, 
revi~ws, reports, and newsletters. Each citatiori includes all the.authors 
and publication infor~ation, .a brief thematic description, ij coding by 
type (b6ok. of readirig~, text, anthology, essay, theoretical, history) 
etc.),. and organizational/analytic description, and its potential atidience. 

The fact t;.hat they.divide the field into 14 sections.(e.g. Health 
Care, ~conomics, Healing Arts, Epidemiology, ·Aging and Dis~bility)~ each. 
with s~~eral subheadings, ciakes it.easy to work with if you know what you 
are looking for. But raany of their classifications. are clearly "judgment 
calls":: most books· and articles deal with mo;re · than one_ s·ubject, · a 
problem which would have been mitigated by cross-referencihg. Similarli; 
I w~s puzzled by the distinctions between an essay, theoretical, analytical 

sb~e~hing that would have been helped by an explanation'of their codihg 
system. As·to what audience would most benefit, this felt particularly 
presumptuous, assuming·as it did that disciplinary concerns would be the 
major deter~inant. And finally there is the content itself, Jaco in his 
introduction recalls that in putting together the first medipal sociology 
reader, he could not restrict himself to work published by sociologists 
in sociological· journals. Neither have the current autho·rs and therein . 
lies a dilemma.· By calling their bibliography -Medical Sociology they 
still seem to imply some disciplinary boundaries to the field, somethitig 
undcine by what they-include as well as exclude. :Little would be served 
by my listing the many curious omissions. Such bibliographics like this 
are .enormously valuable. .The future editions, . however, will· have t'o be 
mor~ than an update and· even more explicitly reflect the boundaries of an 
area and.riot a discipline. (Irving Kenneth Zola, Brandeis Univer~ity) 

c. Christie, Ronald and Ho£fmaster, c. Barry. Ethical Issues in:Family 
Medicine. New York: Oxford Univesity·Press, 1986, 194 pp., $24.95 

• This book promises.to provide lldown to earth and informative" ethical 
guidelines for family doctors·. · The authors developed this book froin 
cours~ materials used in a seminar on ethical issues in family medicine; 
They.suggest that.the fashionable preoccupation with "high tech ethics". 
like:genetic engineerin~, organ transplants, prolonged advanced life 
support, and psychosurgery, is not oriented towards the needs· of family. 
doctor1s. · The authors use philosoph1cal analysis of ethica.l theory as 
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well as case discussions to develop the thesi~ that family doctors can 
know their patients very well and in a familial and community context. 
This special knowledge empowers the family doctor to balance the pater-
nalistic and autonomous modes of making decisions. They assert that the 
individual doctor and patient is always the proper focus for medical 
ethics and that training and practice in fami'ly medicine.promotes this 
humanistic priority. I like the authors' emphasis on dealing with moral 
problems in the everyday real world of family practice. The writing is 
generally clear and readable. Advocates of self help groups and indepen-
dent living may be put off by the ultimately traditional conclusions in 
the case discussions. They very often favor an interventionist approach 
by the family doctor. This is an important book that opens up the field 
of_ inquiry in the ethics 6f primary care~ (Stanley E. Sagov, Family 
Practice Group, P.C., Cambridge, MA) 

D. Ferris, Caren. A Hug Just Isn't Enough. Washington, DC: Gallaudet 
College Press, 1980; Forecki, M. Speak to Me. Washington, DC: Gallaudet 
College Press, 1985; Harris, G. Broken Ears Wounded Hearts. Washington, 
DC: Gallaudet College Press, 1983. 

When hearing. parents have a deaf child, they experience a number of 
predictable thoughts and feelings. The first of these books enumerates 
these and then provides quotes from parents to illustrate the range of 
reactions in a particular area. For example, one chapter focuses on "the 
run around" parents experience when seeking professional help. The 
latter two books are autobiographies but touch on many of the same con-
cerns. Speak to Me is by the mother of a deaf son who is six when the 
story ends. Broken Ears Wounded Hearts is chronicled by the father, a 
counseling psychologist, of a deaf daughter, thirteen when the narrative 
ends. All three books deal with common questions of how to communicate 
with the child, how to fit the child into family life, and ~here and how 
should the child be educated. 

My personal favorite is Broken Ears, perhaps because of the mix of 
reminiscences with case reports and other "objective" data, giving us· 
both an inside and an outside view of the child's development. Howev~r, 
if I wanted to give a parent who had just found out that their child was 
deaf one of the·three books, it would be A Hug because of its broader 
view and its attractive format (many pictures are used to illustrate the 
topi'cs)~ Gallaudet Press has done a service in publishing three such 
books for parents. (Katherine Schnieder, Student Counseling Service, 
Iowa State University) 

E. !Fitzpatrick, Ray, Hinton, John, Newman, Stanton, Scambler, Graham, 
Thompson, James. The Experience of Illness. NY: Tavistock Publications 
& Methuen, 1985. 

·This book examines the central tasks of health care, new challenges 
to it and the contributions of t.he behavioral sciences to understanding 
illness and treatment. The authors' efforts to analyze concerns of 
health care professionals are successful. Their efforts to explicate the 
experience of illness are note The text usefully synthesizes objectivist 
findings about various topics such as lay concepts of illness, communi-
cating with patients and satisfaction with health care. Although the 
authors title the book, The Experience of Illness, most chapters assume 
the pradtitioner's viewpoint, not the patient's. Further, most of the 
material in the volume focuses squarely upon aspects of the patient-
practitioner interaction, rather than the experiences of ill peoplee 
Pati~nt~practitioner interaction and the patient role, per se, constitute 
only a small, sometimes even relatively minor, part of.what the experience 
of illness means to those who are ill. Analyzing the experience of 
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il~pes.s. necessitates discovering and explicating .the everyday realities . 
of ill persons while noting the ways in .which ill'ness shape's or influences 
the_ir realities.. . In this ·important sense, the. book does not fully capture 
the. experience of illness. , To ·do so, means . taking a phenomenological · 
perspective to tap the subjective meanings of those who have illriess~. 
Scambler's article on stigmatizing illness comes the closest.- He uees 
interview material which illuminates his respondents' experiences and 
provides ·glimpses of their concerns. Fitzpatrick and Scambler touch 
upon~patients' conceptions of illness as well as explore the.explanatory 
power .of. social class for health attitudes and. behavior. Thompson ·makes 
some s·ound ·recommendations to encourage patient compliance.· :Hinton's 
chapter.on coping. with terminal illness examines -sources.of patients' 
psychological-distress; his analysis will provide practitioners with cues 
to better understand their patients' responses to terminal illness. 
Although the .authors misnamed the book and therefore, mislead readers, 
thei pack it full of useful information for practitioners. The book will 
help prac~itioners manage encounters with patients more effectively but 
it does.little to challenge practitioners' taken for granted assumptions 
about their roles or about how patients actually experience illness •. 
(Kathy Charmaz, Sonoma Stat.e University) 

F. Gerhardt, Uta E, and Michael E.J. Wadsworth (Eds.). Stress and 
Stigma: Explanations and Evidence in the Sociology of Crime and Illness. 
New· York: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1985, 206 ·pp~· No price.given ... 

· ·since the early.1950's, two dominant explanatory paradigms have 
emerged in the social science literature to e~plain both criminaL and 
illness behavfor. These competing paradigms, derived generally from. 
Talcott Parsons' st.r1.1ctural-functional theory of social systems and ·Edwin 
Lem:ert's symbolic ihteractionism, are explored in depth in this volume of 
papers .by inte.rnational participants in a seminar sponsored by the Britisb 
Social science Research Council and the Deutsche Forschungs-Gemeinschaft. 
Though these models of explanation.'..-referred to ·as the "stress" and 
"stigma"-models by the authors-~are generally thought to be mutually 
exclusive, similarities and limitations of the models are pointed out, 
especially as they relate to the issue of the individual' s·. freedom of 
choice in crime and illness. The main aim of the book is to "constitute 
middle-range theories 0.f .. actio'n rationale I impact in research. Which iS 
bas~d on a·conceptual framework that addresses the issue of the indivi-· 
dua1's role with regard to freedom of choice in crime and illness." This 
book is valuable because it explores methodological problems and.offers 
strategies to overcome many of the limitations inherent. in both: ·tbe . 
"stress" and "stigma" paradigms_. Scholars o.f ·disability will .find the 
pap·er by Patrick West "Becoming Disabled:. Perspectives· on the Labelling 
Approach'' intere~ting and insightful. His description and evaluation of 
three studies of physical c;iisability suggests that the strength of ·label-
.ling theory lies in its potential for weaving the two traditions of · 
symbolic interactionism and phenomenology together'. The last pape_r in 
the: volume. by Gerhardt "Stress and Stigma Explanations of Illness" also 
offers insights that are provocative, especially her suggestion that in 
Parsons' writings are the co~on theoretical grounds of both the. "stress" 
and· the "stigma" approaches. This book should'appeal to a wide audience,. 
though the spelling and gra·mmatical errors can· be disruptive. to the 
reader. (Marie Boutte, Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley) 

G. Goldfarb, tori,· Mary_Brotherson, Jean summers and Ann Turnbill. 
Meeting.the Challenge of Disability or.Chronic Illness -- A Family Guide. 
Baltimore: Brookes· Publishing, 1986. 
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I read this book with much pleasure.and ·profit. It's broadly framed, 
practical·and optimistic. This is not aho:ther book ori "handicapped" 
children; it's that but much mor.e and refers to adults as much as to the 
young. It was based on the premise.that "Families are capable of not 
just survivirtg, but of thriving~' while responding to special needs~- The 
authors write from a wide ,background of work with:many famili.es, and from 
tha,t·experience they offer practical examples thtough case·vighettes 
ili'ustrating every concept they.. introduced. But wh_at I· like best about 
the bodk is the way an underlying knowledge base is presented. The ... 
reader is taken thro·ugh discussions of coping strategies, social supp.art 
systems, communications skills, problem solving skills and. more, not·py 
explication of theory or reviews of research, but in a liv~ly practical 
way ,1 even_· including· exercises that could be used_ by. families. The bobk 
should be of great interest and ~alue to families that are prepared to 
read a,nd work together on their own. Indeed that independence in approach 
to problems is a major theme of the book~ All families diff~r, all: 
families have needs, ~ll'families are busy, all f~milies change and all 
families can ·solve· many of their own problems that ·is the message. But 
the 'book could also be used by group leaders and counselors who work with 
families, and even by professors who would ·like to have a "lab" manual 

-for :students to use along·with the mo~e di~actic treat~ent of family· 
theory and "practice." I can't think of any family that would not profit 
from the insights and exercises offered by this splendid ·book. (Maynard 
Reynolds, Educational Psychology, University of Minnesota) 

H. Gritzer, Glenn and Arluke, Arnold. The Making of Rehabilitation. 
Berkeley, CA~~_University of California Press, 1985, 214 pp. 

_Gtitzet. and Arluke wrote The Making of Rehabilitation from the _ 
~antage point of social _scientists. Their interest in Rehabilitatidn. 
Medicine developed from a more. general in.terest in the natu're of work~-
In _this, book, they seek to explairi the construction of a division of ' 
labor and the formation of work roles which produde specialties and 
sub-speciaities. Rehabilitation Medicine provides them a circumscribed 
field to ~valuate from the per~pective of the market interests of its 
wot~ers. Gritzer and Arluke assert that modern social thinkers attribute 
the.division- of jobs to a "natural growth metaphor." Differentiation of 
war~ is thought to derive from ex-pa_nsion of scientific. knowledge and 

· technology; advances fuel new needs which require.occupational responses. 
The :authors, however, consider this theory inadequ_ate to explain special-
i.zati6n, and _instead propose a ·11 market model." After an organized body 
of ~orkers become successful, it attempts to monopolize the supply ~nd 
deli;veryof specific skills, thereby insuring a market. Although funds 
~f tnformation contribute to role definition, they do not cause differen-
tia~ion of work roles. · · · · 

· This book presents -a sttidy of the process by which rehabilitati~n 
profe~sionals came to be organized into.particular occupations with : 
specific, legally protected positions in the division of labor. It 
traces the development of the field-from early medical applications of 
electricity in ihe 1890's. through the World Wars and its recognition as a 
specialty in the late 1940-' s until ·the present. The authors emphasize 

_the ·impact of government upon specialty development by its licensing, 
accrediting, apd certification procedures. They discuss the influence of 
non-rehabilitation professional organizations such as the American Medical 
Association on the development of work roles within the field: and emphasize 
the importance of competition between various physician and non-physiciari 
-professionals._ They u·nderscore the importance of·. "natural even.ts" such 
as war in creating demands and opp6ituniti~s for the field. 
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Gritzer a.no. A_rluke attempt to force rehabilitation to fit their 
model of materialistic expansionism. To· do this, they make false assump-
tions and miss important information. · Professionals ar·e· deemed· to be·· 
motivated solely by economic attributes of practice) clearly this is 
gross· exaggeration. The· contribution of scient:ific information to· the 
field's development is minimized. Even the rationale fdr rehabilitation 
services appears· to be questioned. That economic factors such as reim"T · 
bursement have affected rehabilitation's development is obvious; the 
auth~rs do not, however, provide sufficient evidence to support their 
claim that these considerations have been. paramount .. Th~ Making of 
Rehabilitation provides an interesting theory of occupational development 
in this field. welcome analysis by scholars out~ide of the field, it 
offseti traditional histories. The theme, though s~~mingli exaggerated, 
is fresh. (J~net Haas, Moss Rehabilitation Hospital~ Philad~lphia) 

I. Hairston, Ernest and Smith, Linwood. Black and Deaf in America: Are 
We. that Different? Silver Springs, MD: T.J. Publishe·rs, Inc, 1983. 

'Bladk deaf people represent th~ convergence of a minority and a 
disability- status, or, some would say, a multiple minority status. To 
date, not much has been written about this particular multiple minor.ity 
stattis. However, this is not the book which will end our ignorance bn 
the stibject, since·it cohtributes little to our understanding of th~ 
conv~rgence of blackness and deafness in the us. 

This is not to say,that the book contains no useful information. In 
the:chapter on education it emphasizes the racial segregation of deaf. 
schools which paralleled r'acial segregation of hearing schools until 
1954. ·In the chapter on vocational rehabilitation it suggests that the 
VR system may have given black deaf youth some opportunities which black 
hearing~youth did not have. In the chapter on sign langu~~~ it dehies 
that there is a completely separate black sign language, although it 
discusses some of the differences between black and white signs, and.it 
admits that, as black schools became more integrated, the signing became 
more "white.'' -Finally, one of the themes of the book is the isolation 
black deaf children feel and their lack~f role models. 

However, there are some glaring omissions in this book. ~The discus-
sion_Oif the occupa:tiorial and income situation of black deaf workers is 
based mostly u~on information from Schein and Delk's The Deaf Population 
of. the US and so adds nothing new. The discussion of black families- with 
a dea~ child, an area about which almost nothing has been written to 
date, does not even summarize the literature on white families.with a 
deaf child very well. · 

This- is a very thin book, both in siz-e and in substance. It contains 
only 57 pages.of text, some of which are pictures or copies of documents 
such as the curriculum of a school for black deaf children. An additional 
20 or so pages provides biographical interviews with some famous and not 
so famous black deaf adults. · 

But perhaps the more serious criticism is that one is not sure what 
their answer is :to the question· "Are we that different?". _The authors 
seem to come down on both sides of ·the issue~_· on th~ one hand, they 
empha~ize'the similarities b~tween white deaf people' and·bl~ck deaf 
pepple; On the other, they emphasize the need for racial pride and black 
de~f: role models.· Thus, one le~ves the book wanting more, bette~ ~nd 
more J_n-depth in.formation 'about the meaning of the multiple minority _ 
status black de~f people have.· (Sharon N. Barnatt, Gallaudet College) 

J. ·· ~arris; Diana K. The Sociology of Agihg: An Annotated Bibliography 
and Sourcebook. New York: Garland Publishing Co.i 1985~ 
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This bibliography is the 5th volume in a series published by the 
Garland Bibliographies in Sociology. It opens with a useful 4-page 
foreward by Dan Chekki, a general editor 0£ the series, who defines 
social gerontology as an interdisciplinary field attempting to meet the 
problems of an aging society. The forward mentions many of the themes 
included in the bibliography - ageism, the special problems of women, 
stress, political influence, institutionalization, life style variation, 
young elders, and predictions for future aged populations. 

The bibliography itself covers the years 1960 through 1980 and 
focuses exclusively on sociological literature. Journals, monographs and 
books are included but only those readily available in university librar-
ies. Each item is annotated and cross-referenced in its entirety. The 
annotations are not evaluative, and are usually 3 or 4 sentences long, 
free of jargon, and focussed on the· key finding. The bibliography is 
organized into 30 topics such as religion, education, work, retirement. 
Following this material there are chapters containing resource materials 
such as bibliographies, abstracts and statistical sources, and professional 
associations. · 

This bibliography can be useful to people preparing syllabi for 
courses in gerontology or seeking literature for research proposals or 
other reports. The book itself is produced in a way that makes it com-
fortable to use although the print is somewhat small and light. People 
seeking extensive research bibliographies may need to supplement this 
book with computerized library searches on specific topics. In the 
future it would be convenient to develop means for producing biblio-
graphies such as these on floppy disks so that materials could be easily 
updated, cross-referenced and searched for k~y words. In the meantime, 
this is a welcome addition to the reference library of social gerontolo-
gists. (Shulamit Reinharz, Brandeis University) · · 

K. Higgins, Paul c. The Rehabilitation Detectives. Beverly Hills, CA: 
Sage, 1985, 240 pp., $28.00. 

Who gathers information about human behavior,· assembles a list of 
likely suspects, and "works" a case until the pieces come together? The 
answer: detectives and vocational rehabilitation counselors. Although 
the outcome of the work differs--detectives solve crimes and counselors 
fit people to jobs--Paul Higgins convincingly argues that both occupations 
follow common procedures and experience similar organizational pressures 
in meeting their service goals. Both, he argues, work within systems 
where it's more important to look good than be good at what you do, 
although both are important. Consequently, detectives and counselors 
develop common strategies for handling difficult but .personally rewarding 
cases, while also meeting organizational demands for steady paperwork and 
quick closures. Throughout the analysis, Higgins uses the metaphor 
"rehabilitation detectives" as a sensitizing device to discern those 
parallel processes through which detectives and counselors construct and 
manage their work. 

Higgins' use of "detectives" as a metaphor can also be usefully 
applied to his own occupation and efforts. Social scientists follow 
leads (from the literature), gather information (through field studies, 
surveys, etc.), manage cases (~fa sample), and act on hunches (hypotheses) 
to understand those human processes that transcend time and setting. And. 
like detectives (and rehab counselors), scientists "make the case" for a 
line of inquiry by finding a good "angle" or focus from which to proceed. 
The comparative method in studying occupations provides Higgins with a. 
powerful lens for inspecting and classifying the evidence he has gathered .. 
His analysis proves strongest where the insights of one occupation are 
used to uncover the hidden processes of the other. He appears somewhat 
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less· interested in using these mutual lines of correspondence to build 
- new theory. Yet, this criticism is.minor for a study-that offers· ~uch ·a 
revealing peephole· into the -·mysteries and contradictions of. human service 
~ork. {Judith A Levy, School of Public Health, University·of· Illinois at 
Chicago) · 

L. Journal of Housing for the Elderly. Volume 2, Number 3, Fall 1984. 
If you wish to keep track of current housing research and policy 

initi~tives related to elderly persons, you have found the right journal. 
The articles, in this relatively new publication, describe the latest 
research~ housing programs and policies, and literature in this -critidal 
field. This particular issue deals_with toptcs such.as the.impact of 
rising energy.costs upon elderly individuals; the role of de~ign on . 
mental health, the viability Of.intergenerational housing, and the poten-
tial of shelter housing. _ _ _ · 

The lead off article,· by Sandra Newman, is part1.cularly poignant in 
describing the_ housing -plight of older Americans and providing useful 
data.for housing advocates. She explains that elderly people have even 
greater problems, ·than do younger individuals,. with the affordability ;and. 
physical adequacy of their homes •. In fact, the housing nee~s-of dlder 
Americans will continue to outdistance existing government programs. It 
is not until the last article by Leonard Heumann that the special needs 

·of mobility limited elderly people are highlighted-in this issue. Heumann 
explains that t,he rent voucher program proposed by the Reagan Administra- --
tion will have disastrous consequences for many elderly-people. Research 
indicates that elderly individuals-who have lower·incomes, are·racial 
minorities, or have ~ability limitations will· likely have difficulty 
seeking arid securing housing for their needs in the private market-utiliz-
ing the proposed voucher system. · 

If you _can not afford the $9 per issue for this modest sized pub-
lication, perhaps you ·can get _your library.to obtain a subscription~ In 
any case, this professional and informative journal:will be a-great 
resource -for·people who are concerned with evolving housing issues and 
policies~ (Pet~r A. Dunn~ Ph.D. Candidate, Brandei~ University) 

M. ' L1aird; -Carobeth. Limbo, a Memoir About ,Life in a Nursing Home by a 
Surviv;or. ·Novato, CA: Chandler and Sharp Publishers, 1982. 

Laird's third book, Limbo, is an account· of her 1974 experiences in 
a nursing home and her efforts to hold onto sanity and identity in a 
dehumanizing, routine-laden institution. As Laird's story unfolds, one 
lea.rns how patiently waiting, praying, and living day :by day enable -Laird 
to survive precarious and uncertain situations. The author's many books, 
letters, visitors,, and views of the outdoors· a.re her "anchors to sahity ·_ 
and: hbpe"--reminders·of a·11 world-not•peopled by the helpless old and 
their··attendants." 

"· 
!~ Nursing home conditions are revealed through detailed characteriza-

tions of personnel who surrounded Laird--the nurses' a.ides, or "girls," 
of ~hich there were never quite enough; the h~ad nurses, who dispensed 
medication and attempted to que·11 the -aides; the social director, -who. 
confronted Laird atop the commode for her ·reasons for wanting to-leave. 
the 1 home. _Not· even the cook, dietician, or janitor fail to escape taird's 
watchful eye. . · 

. The people under the personnel's care ar~ meticulously characterized 
as well--one meets those across and down the hall, those with watchful· 
families and those without, private patients and charity patientst those 
abotit to leave and those who never will. Laird complains that of these 
patients, no effort is·made to separate the mentally competent from the. 
inc~mpet~nt, treating everyone as senile. Dreadful food, callous and 
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neglectful ·underpaid aides, and lack of medical ~are except ln eitreme 
cases 6f ~mergency are cited. 

Laird, though refrains· from creating a horror story., quickly men-
tioning the kind·p~ople who reached out~to help·her. Orie of ~hese pe6ple 
is her physical theiapist, a reassuring and supportive. individual w~o 
provides welcome therapy to a-soul who had few opportunities to walk and 
was :easier kept in bed. By helping Laird to·ambulate and Laird's roommate 
tq teed herself, the physical therapist is lboked~upon as ohe of the; 
lights in·a dark existence,- dispelling Laird's notion of "a world which 

,has .-no place for me .." 
While limbo is obviously of ·interest to helping prpfessionals and 

those who deal with the disabled and elderly, the book would prove t6·be 
a·valuable tool in college courses in sociology, medical anthropology, 
and gerontology as well. (Sonia Heidinger-, Physical Therapy Student) . 
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA) 

N. Levy, Sandra M. Behavior and Cancer. San Francisco:. Jossey-Ba~s 
~ublishers, 1985. 

Dr. Levy's readable volume_ "is concerned with the relationship 
between human behavior and cancer." Her exhaustive review of literature 
includes research not previously published. Behavior is seen as a bio~ 
logical response modifier that has-effects on both the incidence of 
cancer and its development. The book is a welcome addition to a burgeoning 
field bec~use its organization is designed to.help the reader make sense 
out of the often confusing available data. 

Dr. Levy systematically explores, for example, direct behavioral 
contribu_tors to cancer such as sun ·exposure, alcohol and tobacco use, and 
ocdupational hazards. She similarly explores indirect contribtitor~ such 
as sexual· behavior and nutrition .. More techncal sections follow on 
cancer progression, central nervous system mechanisms and immunity, 
psychosocial ·factors and.the hormonal regulation of tumor growth. The 
final chapters bring the reader full cycle in a discussion as to how the 
risk of cancer can be reduced. . 

The underlying theme.running through this book is that human behavior 
is an important variable in the cancer equation and human behavior can be 
changed. This is also the basis for cancer counselingJ the·mental health 
-~pecialty that supports-patients in changing the belief systems and 
behaviors that may be in the way of their recovery. Because-we can gain 
control over our emotions and our behaviorj· there·is hope that these 
changes will support our own immune system-in making and keeping, us 
healthy. Dr~ Levy rightly claims that-such hope "is an· enterprise worth 
all the effort.'' It is, indeed. (Caroline Sperling, Direct6r, Canc~r 
Counselirig Institute, Bethesda, Maryland) 

.. o. McKinlay, John B. · (Ed.·) . Issues in the Political Economy of Health 
Care.· London: Tavistock Publications, 1984, 294 pp. 

The authors argue that the profit-seeking of capitalism-is ·responsible
for ;the development of a world ...wide medical-industrial complex since, 
World War II; that the expansion of this complex: is uncontrolled; t~at 
the _activities of large~scale capitalist institutions - mainly banks, 
insurance companies and ind~strial corporations - are "rapacious" and · 
"predatory," and that these institutions carry out "the act of invading, 
exploiting, and Ultimately despoiling a field of endeavor - with no 
necessary humane commitment to it - ·tn.. order to.seize and carry away an 
acceptable level of profit." (page 2, editor's.introduction) This summary 
will be no ·surprise to- readers of the political -science journals who· know 
the names ·of John McKinlay (the editor of this volume), and Vincente 
Navarro,·Joe Eyer and Warren Salmon, who are some.of the contributors. 
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~he two best chapters are Salmon's contribution on ''organizatio~al 
medical care for prof it" and Bodenheimer' s on "The transnational pharma--
ceutical _industry.'' ·The former gives a clear -4escription· of hdw the-
busine~s ethic in the United States dominates the health system and the 
Undesitable consequences of that dominant ethic, which include large cost 
increase$, less concern for the individual patient~ poor quality of ·care 
for chronic illnesses and disabilities, and less equity in. the distribution 

-of services. 'rhe latter describes-in horrifying detail the complex-
machinations of the transnational pharmaceutical industry:, which comm_er-
cialises research, hides the damaging effects of drugs, bribes phy~icians, 
~remotes unsafe-drugs in Third World countries, and raises·priQes as high 
as fh~ maiket will bear. The relatively moderate language of these · 
chapters gives incr~ased force to their· statements.· 

·· Overall, I_ recommend this book with a caveat: - readers will have to 
. discipline themselves to ignore considerable exaggerations of language 

and occasional distortions of fact: there is a great deal of important 
and interesting mat_erial here, which should be more generally known. · 
This book is written by zealot reformers, who have not been popular in: 
any society., but- their exaggerated complaints can draw attention t6 
paiticular -problems which are too easily i~nored when put -in moderate 
language. It is good for people accustomed to a system occasionally to 
be forced to step outside it and consider whether perha.p~ the whdle 
jyste~ ~hould be'dismantaled and iebuilt in a new way. This book provides 
an·excellent means of achieving that goal. (Erica Bates, Health Adminis-
tration, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia) 

P.~ Mechahic, Da~id. From Advocacy to Allocation. Ne~ York: Free 
· Press, 1986, 230 pp. 

This book examines the problem of increased medical expenditures in 
the u~s. Betw~en 1955 and 1983 the percentag~ of th~ G~N.P. spent on _ 
health care -increased from 4.4 to 10.8%. There are indicators (s~ch &s 
the increasing numbers of elderly) that S'lJCh costs will continue to 
escalate. An· important issue is containing costs of an ever expanding 

· medical~industrial complex, especially i,n light of ·pressure from sources 
(such as the government). . · 

· Bureaucratic regulation is a very limited means of cost containment. 
Mechanic argues that any effort at cost containment requires a conside~a~ 
tibn of socio-cultural factorsi These include the social sources of 
illness, the socio-cultural factors that effect illness behavior, the 
social contexts of prevention and health professional-client relatioriships 
as w~ll as the medical division of labor itself~ Some of the means of 

-containing costs that Mechanic examines includes the greater ihvolvement 
·ot··pat-ients in care and prevention, the more efficient use of medical 
person power (such as allowing nurses to perform a·wider_range of medical 
work), alternatives to institutional care (i.e., to nursing homes) ·and 
above all greater professional self regulation that would prevent abuses: 

·There is. a section on the health needs of "special populations" with 
an interesting chapter on the .aged. The incl~sion of a chapter on adoles-
cence ~eems out.of place and th~ absence of any general dis~ussion of 
physical disability is puzzling. While.some references are made· to 
British health care delivery, he refers to no Othei comparative data. 
(What about Sweden, etc.?) Above-all Mechanicrs approach is a-theoretical 

_and implicitly accepts prevailing biomedical definitions ofhealth·and 
health care. This prevents some important conn~ctions from being made 
betwe.en, for instance, political economy_ and health care costs. Ther_e is 
no mention of "alternative" medicine as an option for reducing costs. 
Mechanic cohciludes with Virchow's precept that ~edicine is ~'in essence,· 
so~ial science .. ~politics (isJ nothing more th~n-medicine on a larger 
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scale" (p. 230).· Yet he does little to explore the broader and deeper 
impi.:ications o.f this· precept. In the final analysis, health care cos_ts . 
are,linked to the politics of disability and of ·occupational health,· for 
instance, n·either ·of which Mechanic ·explores. · ( l?eter Freund, Montclair 
state·college) 

Q. · 'Mishler, ·Elliot G. The Discourse of Medicine: Dialectics of Medical 
Interviews. Norwood, NJ: Ablex Publishing Corporation, 1984. 

Elliot Mishler has written a very useful critique· of the biom~dical 
model as·-it is communicated through doctor-patient interactions. Taking 
audio recordings of medical interviews as hi's evidence, the author demon-
strates how in·such iriterviews two "voices" can be heard: the "voice.of 
medicine" and the nvoice of the lifeworld." ·The former is abstract and 
technical, performs a scientific reduction, eliciting only "relevantlf 
information from patients and pursuing only the elements' from. patients' 
accounts that:correspond with the limited, diagnostic and therapeutic 

· objectives of the.physician. Competing with this medical .voice is the 
voice of the lifeworld, usually spoken by patients and communicating a 

'broader range of concerns believed relevant to physical but also social-
emotional well-being. ·The 'voice. of medicine actively suppresses and 
ignores the voice of the lifeworld. Mishler, in painstaking detail, 
shows'how this contestation progresses and how on rare occasions the 
balance shifts to the·lifeworld voice. His believe is that strengthening· 
the'voice of the lifeworld will improve the humaneness and the effective-
ness of·medical care. --

When a book accomplishes so well what it sets.out to do (including a 
well thought methodological critique of doctor-patient studies), it is 
perhaps too querulous to criticize it. for what it doei not do. Mishler 
makes an important theoretical and empirical contribution. A fully 
adequate account of the dynamics of clinical practice, however, would,· 
have to consider some. of the structural factors left unexamined by Mishler: 
e.g. the tqle of specializatio·n of medical practice and its ·political · 
economy. Can Mishler's aims of achieving a humanistic medicine be achieved 
given· the demands on physician productivity, which impose constraints, · 
for ,example, on the amount of time spent with patients? What about the 
e6onomic constraints or pressures that promote technical, diagnostic 
procedures, ~ultiple tests, and pharmacological interventions? 

~onetheless~ by bpposing medical language to a more experiential 
mode df talking. Mi~hler allows us to see some of the consequences of the 
medical reduction. The implications of technologized, .medical thought 
for·our conceptions of self, body, and-the social world 
to be recognized. (Rob Crawford, Chicago, IL) 

are only beginning 
' 

R. Murgatroyd, Stephen. 
Co., Ltd., 1986,.165 pp., 

Counseling & Helping. 
$27.00 CB/$12.95 PB. 

New York: Methuen qr 
: 

, This book is intended for persons who are involved in helping r~la-
. tionships but are not necessarily "counselors." It is not an academic 
text giving in~depth coverage to matters, but rather a highly comp~e-· 
hensible and easy to read introduction to the essentials of helpin~ 
rel~tionships. The book covers matters ranging from the development of 
active listening skills to specific strategies for dealing with common 
personal problems. Emphasis is placed on application of techniques or\ 
strategies, and examples are used exten~ively to support this focu~. · 

'This book-is most likely to be of value to helping professionals who have 
had.little exposure to counseling principles and techrii~ues, and others 
with limited related tiaining, such as voiunteers. (Robert A. Chubon, 
University of South Carolina) 
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s. Navarro, Vincente and Berman, Daniel M. 1981. Health and Work 
under ,:Capitalism: An International Perspective._ Farmingdale, NY: · 
Baywood· Publishing Compa·ny, · Inc. . . -. .. . . . .- _ 

This is ah excellent collection of Marxist analyses of.occupational 
health ... Navarro operis· the first section with a critique of work, ''value 
free" medicine, and "bourgeois" medical ideology. The articles ·on black 
lung and low level radiation research provide specific.examples 6£ ho~ 
capitalist socio~politic~l contexts shape the identification, perception 
and research of ocbupational health problems. The second part offers · 
articles·ori job alienation and physical- emotional well being, asbestos 
and the health consequences of shift work. The re~ainder of the book .· 
exa.m.ines occupational health in "developed" (t)'nited Kingdom, U.S. and; 
West Germariy) and "developing" ( India and Mexico) countries. •Other \ 
articles document the double standard of multinational co;tporations in: 
exporting hazardous factories and products to the.Third World and of the 
miserable conditions of Third World agricultural laborers~ As.in our bwn 
society, b~t to a greater degree, the health problems of workers are 
''socially prodticed" by the hegemony of local ~nd multinatiorial capitalists 
anq. elites and the failure of local governments to regulate the conditions 
of work. · 

An index would have helped. Some of the information is dated. 
While one strength of this bo6k is its international focus, many of the 
articles would have benefited from some reference to conditions- in "ex-
isting" .socialist countries ( such as the USSR). Nothing is said ·about 
th~ spec~al problems in the workplace under capitalism that women and 
disabled people face. Nonetheless, this otherwise fine comprehensive 
collection looks ·at political dynam_ics of person-environment relationships, 
of medical research and at other issues related to people's .ability to· 
control the conditions of their existence. These are common concerns 
shared by both students of occupational health and disability. (Peter 
Freund, Montclair State.College) 

T. Nelkin,· Dorothy, ed. The Language of Risk: Conflicting ~erspectives 
on:Occupational Health~ Beverly Hills, CA: Sage~ 1985. . 

':'Risk" has become a central image in public policy debates and the 
object.of· study of a burgeoning academic industry. Disabilities are 
understood as ,the. c.oncrete exp'ression of. risk states: the disab,led. 

·person happened to be the. one in X number receiving the injury or. illness: 
fro~ the risk. The Lartguage of Risk is a 200 page vblume from a ptoje~t 

·centered at Cornell University concerned with the discourse around occu-
pational health risks. Steph~n Hilgartner examines what he takes to be . 

. the opposing and irreconcilable political myths constructed by labor· and 
industry around the political meaning of occupational health risks .. 
Michael~- Brown, co-author with Dorothy Nelkin of Workers at Risk (1984), 
provides an analysis and case studies of worker and management positions 
and conflicts around acce~s.to information on workplace hazards. Chris 
Anne Raymond's article compares the treatment of occupational health by 
the: mainstream and advocacy opresses. Cornell sociologist Dorothy Nel_kin, 
a prolific writer on the relationship of science to society, adds a · · · 

·discussion of th.e. role pressures on company doctors and conflicting labor 
and management views of their ethics. Lawyer Sheila Jasanoff·provides an 
exceilent .discussion of excessive legalism iri OSHA~i regulatory history; 
while, philosopher Mark Sagoff attempts tb reconcile the approach to 
oocupational health based on moral outrage with that based on risk".'" · 
beriefit analysis. The book.is a pioneering att~mpt to stand back from 
the risk debates and examine the ideologies of the participants and s·ome. 
of _the key -se.ttings structuring their discourse. As a participant on the 
libor side-in some Of these bitter controversies, I found the book:both. 
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stimulating and us~ful. Readers.won't find ~~ch here to help them judge 
how-much occupational disease is- nec~ssary or acceptable, but -they will 
learn something about the uhiverse of meaning and ~onflictsdeveloped 
~round ihe~e-~uesti6ns.· (Tony Bale, Constiltant, ·Brooklyrt, New York) 

u. Norris, Carolyn Briml~y. island of Silen~e. Eureka, .CA: Alinda 
Pres~, 1983, 238 pp., $4.50 (originally published 1976); Signs Unseert1 
Sounds Unheard. Eureka, CA: Alinda Press, 1981, 173 pp., $3.50. 

·In.these two novels Carolyn Norris, a former·literature teacher .at 
Gallaudet College, skillfully blends story telling with her knowledge of 
deafness. · · · 

Island of Silence, Norris' first.novel, is a mystery story. A young 
Viet Nam vet named Keegan Howell returns ho.me to a s·ecretive uncle and a· 
missing mother. The blast which broke both.of Keegan's legs al°so pro-
foundly deafened him. Leslie Fallon,-~ special ed~cation studen~, has 
been hired by Keegan's uncle to teach him communication skills. and·. draw 
him:out of his depression. Leslie's sister Cindy was a "rubellQ. baby" 
for whom··Leslie had taken much of the responsibility after their father 
l~ft and their mother went back to work. · Teen-aged Cindy joins -Leslie on 
the island a~ the Uncle's insistence. Before Leslie even se~s·th~ Howell's 
Flo,rida island home she has heard rumors from the mainland natives of 
murder, mysterious visitors, pornography (-"dirty pitchers") and ghosts. 
I won't give away any secrets. Norris has written an engaging mystery 
story with enough clues and false leads to keep her readers entertained 
and intrigued. · · 

·: Norris· weaves another story throughout this book,. ·about relationships. 
between deaf and hearing people, communication, prejudice, ·family, 1gnor;,.. 
~nee~ courage, pity and love. Keegan thinks he will never go back to 
school or hold a job~ He is angry·at his uncle, his·ex~fiance~· himself. 
It is Cindy who finally breaks Keegan's resistance.· She is deaf and.she 
is full of life, two characteristics that Keegan has trouble reconciling. 
Cindy and Leslie help him realize how many skills he has and what new 
oneshe can acquire. Keegan comes to understand that there are differences 
between himself~ (~ith 21 years of hearing and speaking) and Cindy. 
Leslie too learns something about herself, a daughter/sister who early on 
tried to-be both mother and father to Cindy. Cindy resents Leslie's. 
overprotectiveness. Leslie co~e~ to question her need for this rolei and 
CindY realizes that she can show anger towards her sister and still be 
loved. · 

In Signs Unseen, Sounds Unheard Norris writes about N'icky, a 9 year 
old boy deaf ·since birth. Since his hearing parents' divorce Nicky has 
lived·~1most exclusively with his mother, Janie, whb advocates total, 

·communication and is trying to learn ASL. While she is on her honeymoon 
with her second husband, Nicki has come to stay with his father Lanier, 
whom he barely knows. Lanier-has also remarried; and wants very much to 
obt.ain custody 9f his sch. Lanier believes, however, that Nicky must 
learn to talk and that all forms of manual communication (including · 
writing.) must be prohibited in order to achieve this goal. Father and 
son cannot communic·ate. Nicky does not even know that the w·oman livin:g 
in his father's house is his new step...;mother~ The oral deaf adult hired 
to teach Nicky punishes Nicky ·for using his hands., Nicky is- miserable, 
angry at his~father for not accepting him, angry at his mother for re..; 
marrying. Eventually two outsiders try to return Nicky to his mother's 
horn~.··· . 

Signs Unseen, Sounds Unheard's style diff,ers from Island of Silence. 
It ,ts a later work, and the writing reads more smoothly. The two books 
share Norris' wond~rful and often subtle incorporation of knowl~dge about 
and attitudes towards both deaf and hearing people. Norris illustrates 
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the similar and differe.nt challenges which face Keegan,, Cindy and Nicky,
She illuminates common misconceptions about deafnes·s .,... · Through Marti and 
keegan we learn that ignorance and bias need not be peimanent if we 
d~~ire to change and find good teachers~ We discover the conflicts as 
well as love that Leslie and Joel feel as theii;- family members' "voices." 
The struggles between Lanier and Janie over Nicky personify academic 
debates about· "Pure Oral" versus Total Communication, and the·ways in 
wh'ich children can get caught in the·middle. Norris-' major chat"acters 
are· humans struggling to do their best. They try to ~nqerstand their 
pasts and each other .. In-doing so they find inner strength, and loving 
support with-which to face their futures.· · . · . 

I would recommend these books to everyone, and certainly to teachers 
who are looking for exciting ways to discuss disability~ One book is a 
mystery story, the other tells of.a child's longing.to go home; but both 
books. demystify deafness and disability. (Lynn Schlesinger, Brandeis 
University) · · 

v. O'Brien, Mary Elizabeth. The Courage to survive: The. Life Career 
of the Chronic Dialysis. Patient. New Yqrk: Grune & Stratt~m, 1983, 208 
pp., $28.00~ 

This·book's title, The Courage to Survive, intentionally recalls 
Renee. Fox and Judith Swazey's classic work~ The Courage to Fail. Uricer-
tai~ty--about irtdividual·chances for survival, about the relative costs 
and beriefits of different treatment decisions--is a central theme of both 
books. While Fox and Swazey emphasized the courage of medical pioneers. 

, who hoped.to save patients' lives by employing newly developed technolo-
gies, O'Bi:ien emphasizes the courage demonstrated by patients whose · 
survival is tied to one of these miraculous technologies, h·emodialysis. 
O'Brien's analysis realistically portrays treatmept constraints·on pa-
tient:s' quality of life and the intricate social world of the treatment 
~enter where patients regularly spend a large part of every week. The 
book is therefore an excellent resource for anyone unfamiliai with heme-
dialysis and the treatment regimen necessitated l;:>y kidney failure. 

Special strengths of. the·book ate the author's use of a panel design 
in her research and her balanced analysis of compliance and caregiving/ 
social support issues. Survivors of O'Brien's original study group, 
first interviewed in 1974-75, were re-contacted in 1977-78 and 1980-81.· 
This design provided understanding of patients.' long-term, as well as 
early, adaptation to hemodialysis treatment. Interestingly, a relationship 
was observed between survival and "reasoned," rather than "ritual," 
compliance with all dimensions of the prescribed treatment regimen. 
Perceived support _over time f.rom significant others, especially from the 
famili and friend~, facilitated patients' acceptance of their condition · 
and treatment. At the same time, both families and dialysis· staff some.; 
times wished to retreat from· the strain of pr.oviding continuing support . 
to patients. Surviving o.n· chronic hemodialysis clearly makes heavy 
demarids·on all who are involved. (Nancy G. Kutner, Emory University
Schqol of Medicine) · 

' - . ' . w. Pitzele, S.K. We Are Not Alone~ Learriing to -Live with· Chronic 
Illnes~. Minneapolis: Thompson and Company, 1985, 306 pp. _ 

· This book is for·people with such chronic illnesses as arthritis, 
lupus, Parkinson's emphysema, etc. and for their families, frierids and 

·care givers. It discusses dealing with your own emotional reactions 
through all stages from diagnosis·through grief.and depression to ·accep-
tincie and coping. But it goe~ beyond ±his to ·a practical<discusiion·of · 
how to tell friends, children ·and_ others about. your illness arid how to 
ask for what you want from doctors., intimates and care _gi_vers. -·. The book 
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is loaded with practical suggestions for everything from easy recipes to 
sources of adaptive equipment. There are cartoons and,pictures of adaptive 
equipm~nt throughout the text. The book has an upbeat flavor about it, 
making it an ideal first book for an intelligent consumer with a chronic 
illness to read. This book is neither a "walk on water" type nor an 
exhaustive treatment of any aspect of living with a chronic illness; but 
a good balanced overview of the subject. (Katherine Schneider, Student 
Counseling Service, Iowa State Unive~sity) 

... X. Plough, Alonzo L. Borrowed Time: Artificial Organs and the Politics 
of Extending Lives. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986, 214 
pp . , $ 2 4 . 9 5 . 

Alonzo Plough has provided an in-depth examination of issues raised 
by our society's decision to subsidize life-saving therapies, kidney 1 

dialysis and kidney transplantation, for victims of end-stage renal 
disease (ESRD). Several of the author's previous articles are included 
in this volume. The ESRD treatment system that has evolved in the U.S. 
reflects philosophical and political forces that permeate American medicine 
as a whole. As more and more new medical technologies are adopted in our 
high-tech society, it is more important to look closely at outcomes 
associated with the ESRD experience. These technologies represent "mi~-
acles'' in that they are life-saving; however, Plough argues that they · 
also represent "mirages" in that they foster various patient problems as 
well as survival and their cost becomes astronomical when projects into 
the future for- all consumers who might potentially benefit. 

Plough's analysis is purposely system-oriented rather than illness-
experience-oriented. (A book with a similar title, On Borrowed Time by 
S.B. Chyatte, emphasizes the latter perspective.) A few patient-relevant 
assertions are misleading, e.g. "dialysis patients do not urinate" (many 
do), and dialysis is a "clinical promise that is rarely fulfilled for 
patients'' (many are very grateful for added years of life); also misleading 
is the suggestion that kidney transplantation involves a "certainty of 
rejection." However, the book provides a detailed view of corporate 
medicine at work within the context of one particular disease entity. 
Plough conveys his frustration with the conflict in our health-care 
system between commitment to free enterprise and cost-saving, and the 
ideal of high. quality, patient-oriented services--a conflict with inherent 
danger for all of us. (Nancy G. Kutner, Emory University School of 
Medicine) 

Y. Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Rural Rehabil-
itation Technologies II (October 1985) and Rural Rehabilitation Techno~ 
logical Database (March 1986). Grand Forks, ND: University of North 
Dakota, Engineering Experiment Station, and Mecical Center Rehabilitation 
Hospital. Price of publications: Proceedings: $30. per copy including 
postage (U.S. funds only); Database: Free of charge while quantities 
last. 

The Proceedings focus on the presentations by outstanding individuals 
in the area of technologies for the disabled. Topics include: rural 
hospital roles in rehabilitation; needs for and efforts in rehabilitation 
technology in the Third World nations; Ag-Rehab Information Networking; 
and a review of the resources as contributed by organizations and agencies 
serving the information needs of the rural.rehabilitation community. A 
number of outstanding projects were reported, such as: Project Projimo, 
a rehabilitation program organized by disabled youth of Western Mexico; 
work with the Native American disabled in Western Appalachia; and develop-
ment of new applied technology to meet specific needs of the rural citizen 
in their unique environments and work. 
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The Database details 20 technological adaptations designed for 
specific disabilities. Some of these are available for purchase; most 
are to be construdted on-site. Detailed construction instructions are 
included. A list of the various databases providing information on 
devices is included. A special section gives instruction' on how the 
blind farmer can continue to conduct the business of farming. 
· This series of papers and the database are of high importance to the 
estimated 8.5. million individuals with some type of disability who live 
in rurual America. It is estimated that 68 million Americans live in 
rural settings. It is estimated that 200,000 disabling injuries occur in 
the agricultural industry each year amounting to 58 per 1,000 workers. 
Mining is the second major rural industry and r~nks just behind agriculture 
in the number of disabling injuries per year. Vehicular accidents, toxic 
conditions, harsh environments, and other factors contribute to the 
higher rates of disability in rural areas. 

The lower density of population in rural areas has meant fewer 
rehabilitation services to the citizens. The University of North Dakota 
is to be commended for its leadership role in proposing appropriate 
rehabilitation approaches and technologies for individuals living and 
workirig in the rural areas of this country. (Lois O. Schwab, College of 
Home Economics, Dept. of Human Development and the Family, University of 
Nebraska, Lincoln) 

z. Rabin, David and Rabin, Pauline L. (eds.). To Provide Safe Passage: 
The Humanistic Aspects of Medicinea New York: Philosophical Library, 
1985. 

This sensitive book about caring, edited by physicians for physicians, 
speaks directly from personal experiences about living and dying with 
chronic, disabling disease. It is diyided about equally between chapters 
with first person reports of illness and its effects (David Rabin writes 
lucidly about his struggle with ALS) and chapters offering advice to 
physicians about q_ealing with patient and family suffering. 

The book indicts physicians for being too interested in curing and 
insufficiently oriented toward caring. It attempts to answer the question 
"why" this is so but offers no convincing remedy for·change. The strength 
of the book lies in the personal statements of isolation and coping that 
physician-patients share with the intended reader. One cannot read this 
material without somber reflection upon ones own attitudes and practices 
toward those where the magic of medicine no longer holds promise. As a 
teacher of mine once said, the physician offers three things to patients--
what one knows, what one can do, and who one is--and that the impact of 
the last is equal to that of the first two. All are necessary, but no 
physician should hope to help, leaving fifty percent ~of his or her arma-
mentarium behind. 

This book contains the famous 1927 essay by Francis W. Peabody ''The 
Care of the Patient.''· These words are timeless in their impact. The 
various other essays expand on Peabody's themes with examples and practical 
advice. Richard Zaner's essay ends the book with a different view of the 
nature of mankind, that a focus on the playful and creative aspects of 
humanity helps bring sense to .the occurence of chronic disease and dying 
and gives reason for living until death comes along. 

I ·would have enjoyed more discussion of the spiritual aspedts of the 
patient-physician interaction in the face of long-term suffering. And, 
the family physician in me would ask for a better description of the 
nurturing and advocacy role that continuity relationships with a personal 
physician can provide patients when they face the fractionated, over-spe-
cialized world of medicine. 
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Any physician dealing with chronically _ill or dying patients and 
their families will profit from reading this thought provoking and 
affirming volume. (Paul T. Werner, Associate Clinical Professor of 
Family Practice, Wayne State University and Director, Family Practice 
Residency, Pontiac General Hospital, Ponti~c, Michigan) 

AA. Salisbury, C.Le and Intagliata, J. (Eds.). Respite Care: Support 
for Persons with Developmental Disabilities and Their Families. Bal~imore: 
Paul H. Brookes, 1986, 315 pp., $23.95. 

· Something very important is missing in this book. Although a piethora 
of information is presented, what this book lacks is a thread of continuity 
which would guide the reader toward a clear understanding of what respite 
care is and what it should be .. This-weakness could have been overcome if 
the editors had established clear guidelines for the contributing authors. 
As it is, these persons have often presented conflicting interpretations 
of the literature, and frequently developed rambling theses comprised of 
various assumptioos, rationales, and recommendations. For example, the 
credibility of the book suffers because several of the authors cited 
research studies which found strong relationships between the provision 
of respite and family stress, functioning, or social isolation. Yet 
Intagliata in his excellent chapter on the evaluation of respite services 
suggests that such studies are limited, and strongly states that there 
currently are no clear cause-effect relationships among these factors. 
This book would also have been well served if it had established a 
lifespan approach to the provision of respite care. Although a chapter 
is devoted to respite care and older developmentally disabled adults, the 
issues of respite for families with developmentally disabled children 
overshadowed a broader consideration of respite care needs across the 
generations .. 

All is not lost, howeverc The book is still worth r~ading. Intag-
liata's evaluation chapter has already been mentioned. Others are in-
sightful and concise including Ferguson and Lindsay's overview of a 
respite care cooperative, Castellani's discussion of policy issues and 
options, and Slater's analysis of the-cost, problems, and effectiveness 
of various respite options across the country. Moreover, consumers 6f 
respite services had the opportunity to speak out. Finally, although the 
message is underdeveloped, the book supports some very important assump-
tions: 1) respite as prevention; 2)· the provision of a wide array of 
respite options; 3) the importance of respite for all families--disabled 
or not. · (Eunice Thurman, Director of Special Projects, Kent Client 
Services, Grand Rapids, MI) 

BB. Spradley, Thomas s., and Spradley, James P. Deaf Like Me. Washing-
ton, DC: Gallaudet College Press, 1978 (Paperback, 1985), 293 pp., $11.95. 

Deaf Like Me is written from a parental point of view. The book 
tells the story of Lynn Spradley and her parents starting at prenatal, 
when her mother was exposed to German measles, thru age four when she has 
learned to communicate with her family. The story exposes the reader to 
the fear, love, searching and disappointment Lynn's parents experience in 
their quest for first a diagnosis and then what action to take. Parents 
of children with disabilities in general will relate to many of the 
frustrations, difficulties, failures and uncertainties of the Spradleys 
in dealing with professionals when trying to find out what is best or 
normal for their daughter. 

The book, unlike some parental accounts, is well written because it 
includes feelings along with factual situations without being overly 
emotional. A reader unfamiliar with profound deafness would find insight 
into the condition and the "spoken vs signing" communication controversy. 
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The Epiltigue by Lynn, written when she was a teenager, adds impact and 
helps the reader to under~tand what happens to Lynn as she grew up. This 
book would be useful for parents - to let them know what others have 
experienced; for students· - to help them have more insight into the 
nature of profound deafness; and for professionals - to better understand 
the parents' point of view. (Maggie O'Connell-Nolte, Teacher ~ealth 
Occupations, Rochester Public Schools; Rochester, MN) 

cc. Tanenbaum, Sandra- J. Engineering Disability: Public Policy and 
Compensatory Technology. Philadelphia·, PA: Temple University Press, 
Health, Society, and Public Policy Series,· 1986. 

Using the Boston Elbow as an illustration of assistive technology 
for disabled persons, this research essay investigates the influence of 
public policy upon distribution of mechanical aids intended to assist 
disabled persons. The Boston Elbow is a sophisticated above-the-elbow 
prosthetic device which is defined differently by various service systems. 
Thus the Elbow has a varied likelihood ~f ·diffusion to people who have 
similar needs but utilize different service systems: the Veterans Ad~ 
ministration, Medicaid and supplementary income systems, workers' compen-
sation, and private insurance. The potential user may be defined variously 
by these systems as in need of compensation, as a participant in the 
market, or as a protected citizen. In each case, the Elbow is unlikely 
to be offered because the complexity of these systems (which offer a 
broad scope of personal, environmental, and legal options) often obscures 
technological alternatives. 

The book is a valuable contribution to the studies of politics, 
social services, and technology. Tanenbaum makes creative connections 
between complex formal organization politics, mechanical devices, and the 
me~ning of disability for the public. Although explanations of system 
policies become unnecessarily detailed at times, the book stands as a 
serious documentation of the system's pressure upon a person who may have 
only one specific need: to obtain the most appropriate assistive device. 
After reading this book, the reader will be encouraged to develop awareness 
of the formal social systems and policies which influence applications of · 
technology. (Nancy A. Brooks, Wichita State University, Wichita, Kansas) 

DD. Turk, Dennis C. and Kerns, Robert D. (Edse). Health, Illness, and 
Families: A Life-Span Perspective. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1985. 

This is a collection of articles focusing on "the role of the family 
on the maintenance of health and the response to illness across the life 
span." It is an especially helpful volume for those wishing to obtain an 
overview since each chapter has an extensive review of the relevant · 
historical and current,literature,_points out methodological shortcomings, 
and makes specific future recommendations. The emphasis is on the context 
in which the illness occurs as well as where the health is maintained -
the family environment. Therefore, the authors attempt to go beyond the 
typical patient variables and take into account specific illness types, 
the impact on the family and the family's impact on the illness. The 
authors' focus is on behavioral medicine (and the interdisciplinary 
research under that general rubric) and chapter topics include children's 
perception of health, family involvement in health behavior change pro-
grams, neurological diseases, reactions of families to illness, family 
and children with acute and chronic illness, chronic illness in adult 
family members, and issues of aging, terminal illness and bereavement. 
would like to have seen the editors include a chapter on the family with 
a developmentally impaired child/adult. In her chapter on the family and 
child with chronic illness, Suzanne Bennett Johnson correctly identifies 
a number of hardhips families face when one of their members has a chronic 
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disease, but she also points out that the literature focuses almost 
entirely o~ the negative consequences and rarely on the possible positive 
impacf of the illness for ·the family. The copin~ strategies of families 
under extreme hardships are remarkable and deserve more attention. Overall 
a well-documented reference book that can be used not only as such but 
also can be generative for. future research efforts. (David T. Helm, 
Sociology, Boston University) · 

EE.· Walker, Lenore E. (Ed.). Women and Mental Health Policy. Sage. 
yearbooks in Women's Policy Studies, Vol. 9, 1984, 311 pp. 

Women and Mental Health Policy addresses sixteen important aspects 
of women's mental health. Each chapter includes policy implications/ 
recommendations and all of the authors believe that women's mental health 
would improve as a result of public and professional education, legislation 
and appropriate research. The chapters cover diverse topics including: 
women's use of the mental health system; sexism in research funding; 
media mental health professionals; the effects of work on women's mental 
health; homophobia and therapy with lesbians; violence against women; 
sexual contact between clients and therapists. Race, class, religion and 
sexual preferences are examined in other chapters. Women with physical 
disabilities are invisible in the volume, as are women who suffer from 
multiple oppres·sions ( i., e. what are the mental health needs of a low-
income, disabled, minority woman over sixty?). 

Scattered throughout the book are examples of good news: the use of 
a "radio shrink" to influence public opinion in favor of an organization 
for prevention of child sexual abuse; a course on counseling women which 
positively affected students' awareness of gender role .issues; the inte-
gration of larger numbers of women into the administrative structure of 
the American Psychological Association. As to writing style, the book is 
mixed. The first third is quite formal/academic.· The rest is more 
readable by a general audience. Unfortunately the lack of an index 
limits accessibility to much of the book's richness. (Estelle. Disch; 
Dept. of Sociology, U.Mass/Boston) · 

FF. Summers, Jean Ann (Ed.). The Right to Grow Up: An Introduction to 
Adults with Developmental Disabilities. Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes 
Publishing Co., 1986, $21.95. 

This book takes a giant step beyond preoccupations with develop-
mentally disabled children, to young adults, adulthood, and dignity in 
later years. The contributors are interested in the quantity and quality 
of services that meet all the needs of adults with developmental disabili-
ti~~, who comprise between two and three percent of our population. For 
the most part, the book is based on a developmental rather than a medic~l 
model, with an emphasis on givirtg choices to developmentally disabled 
adults and asking them what they want. William c. Gavent~, Jr. writing 
about "Religious Ministries and Services with Adults with Developmental 
Disabilities," makes an important point that most developmentally disabled 
adults don't have relationships outside their own developmentally disabled 
peer groups. Gaventa points out that the church may be the only oppor-
tunity for developing rela-tionships with "normal" others. But, of course, 
he also points out that many church members still view developmentally 
disabled adults as eternal children or God's special children. Gaventa 
deals with the real problem of churches rejecting the developmentally 
disabled child or adult, and the parents also feeling rejected. He wants 
the clergy to know more about disabilities and to remove architectural, 
atti.tudinal, and communication barriers. Although The Right to Grow Up 
contributes to an almost nonexistent literature about developmentally 
disabled adults,-it is too long, too full of references that detract from 
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·important.arguments,, too much a disjointed text .book collection. Despite 
these criticis~s, it is a contrib~tion long overdue that belongs tn all 
libraries and fn a11· organizations and institutions serving disabled a~d · 
develop~eritally disabiea adul~s. (Thomas Rose, Aging.ah~ Di~ability 
Program; Montgom~ry C6llege, Rockville, ~b) · ' · · 

GG. Breuer, JoS~ph M. A Handbook of Assistive Devices for the Handi-
capped Elderly: New Help for Independent Living. New York: H~worth 
Pres~i 1982, 77 pp., $22. . . . _ . 

· This book first appeared as Vol 1, No. 2 of the journal "Phy·sical : 
and odcupational Therapy in Geriatrics." ·The book is aimed at therapists. 
It is brok~n ·down into tw6 articles, both by Mr. Breuer, who is a physical 

~-therapist. The: first articl~, ''Assistiv~ Devices Suitable for Furicitionat 
Restoration of Elderly· Persons who are ·Disabled,. Ill or· Injured" gives an 
overview of the ways commercially available assistive -devices could be · 
used as part of an in-patient treatment program. The second, "Assistive .. 
Devices and Adaptive Equipment· for Ambulation Programs for Geriatric 
Patients" covers the use of. walking aids, orthotics and prosthetics;.. it 

·also discusses therapy equipment used for -gait training, etc. · · 
· The book could.be a valuable primer for entry level. therapists, as 

Mr .. Breuer emphasizes throughout that "while these devices· are not intrin-
sically different fiom those utilized by a younger -population, certain 
conditions and ·modes· of use are unique to the elder years";· and he. des-
cirib~s these consider~tions throtighout the text, within.the fra~ework of 
treatment or assessment that a therapist would be using. .rt attempts to 
expand the therapist's perspective to include the sensory, perceptual and 
psycho.social changes that are more ,prevalent in elderly people. However~ 
even while emphasizing independence it implicitly makes assumptions sucih 
as:· walking ( rather than mobility) is the goal. of treatment. Nowher.e is 
theie ·mention of powered mobility options; wheelchairs are geneially 
prefaced by works like "confined: to." There is an atti-tude throughout, 
that this _equipment is something that is "done· to" the "patient," rather 
than of h~lping the older individual, and/or theii family £0 select· ' 
technical aids ~ppropriate to their' environment. - The author should, 
however, .be credited for pulling together informatioh_on this .topic. 
There is very little practical information available packaged for thera~ 
pists or anyone else. · 

· For anyorie looking for information on assistive devices that could 
provide·"new. help for independent living," this book could_ not be con-' 
sidered a handbook. There.is no single, available compendium of informa-
tiori fbr this topic.· The field of assist~ve tecbnology has grown drama~ 
tically iri the last 10.years .. ABLEDATA,.a database of available rehab J 

technology, :lists 14,000 products ·from 1800 mantifactuters, and these 
m.unbe_rs grow monthly (ABLEDATA 1-800-346-2742). It is encouraging to see 
more interest and the development of material like the Gadget Book (D. 
LaBuda, AARP Books, Scott Foresman & Co, ·400 s. Edwards~., Mt. Prospect, 
IL 60056, 1985, 156 pp., $10 .• 95) which picture~ and describes~over 325 
items that are "readily available and sfmple to.use, generally low in 
cost, and of immediate benefit." .. The book is indicative of a growing 
maiket trend whi~h recogniies that·_older. people may have mcire.physical 
limitations,· yet·do not·want to be perceived as "sick~" Catalogs such as 
"Comfortably Yours -- Aids. for Easier Living" (1-800-932-o'628·, 52 West 
Hunter Ave., Maywood, NJ 07607.) .. and "Ways and Means" (28001 Citrin Drive,· 
Romulus, MI 48174) target the elder·ly market, but··dq not use a medical . 
mc;,del approach. They sell. directly to consumers, not to therapists·.. 
Their clever copy writers .hav:e you itching to· buy their handy gadgets. 
This direct sales ~atalog marketing approacih has lessons for .u~ all.- It. 
shows that there .are w~ys to describe technology for .people with physic~! 
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limitations in a way that doesn' .t intimidate or alienate the people who 
need it~ It'.provides a way fbr people to think about their equipmen~ as 
"aids for easier living" rather than stigma_tizing signs of being· ''c.rippled" 
or weak~ · .· · · , 

Hopefully, this trend and-the increased awareness of the utility of 
what:have been traditionally disability related produtts, will both · 
expand the market for useful technical·aids for people of all ages, a:nd 
also 1 start to reframe the way we discuss technical aids for younger · 

· disabled people., It is doubtful that any age group wishes to be stigma-
tized for ~ts physical differentness; and the successful marketing of 
:technical aids to the agirig market is showing how economically powerful 
the reduction of stigmatizing language can be. 

Breuer strortgly emphasiz~s the need to consider sensory changes ·in 
older people, when.selecting appropriate assistive devices. An excellent 
source for more information in· this ·area is .Irving Dickman' s Making Life 
More Livable: Simple Adaptation for the Homes of Blind arid Visually 
Impaired.Older People (American Foundation for the Blind, 15 West 16th 
St.·, NY, NY 10011, 91 pp., $5.00). It is ptihted in large type, and 
depicts a wealth of practical, inexpensive products and ideas for ,making 
the-environment more functional. Many of the suggestions could be used 
by.people with multiple disabilLties. Including this type of ihformation 
in the curriculum of a therapist, would not only add specific new ideas, 
but also introduce them to a more enlightened attittide _about the indepen-
dent" living abilities of people with sensory changes. 

Breuer calls attention, in his book, to.the interplay of multiple 
disabilities when selecting and using appropriate equipment. His work 
could be used.to validate the need for more research and development in 
the area of technology and aging. As disabled people get older, and 

· older people become disabled, it is.likely that there are specific ways 
appropriate technology can be used by this new consortium. Since these 
needs have not been clearly identified to date, it is unlikely that . 
situation specific solutions have been developed. While there is some 
research being done on high technology applications for-aging people; 
e.g.~· robotics, ~mart houses, little research is being funded to identify 
and· develop the low technology ''tools for living in the community" which 
are also needed. · 

:' The area of technology and aging offers opportunities to "de-medi-
cali-ze" part of·the equipment for the handicapped model. However, this 
will' drily happen if we can expind Breuer's work beyond the hop~ital·ahd 
therapist, and into the community to reach people·who could·use "new help 
for independent living." (Alexandra Enders, Electronics Industries 
Foundatiori, Washington, DC)· 

CLASSICS REVISITED 

·Freidson' s Profession of Medicine: ·Sixteen Years Later 
by Lynn Scheslinger, Sociology, Brandeis University 

Sixteen years ago Eliot Freidson published Profession of Medicine, A 
Study. of the Sociology of· Applied Knowledge (Dodd, Mead, 1970). In.· 
reading it now we become aware of hi~ pioneer work in medical sociology. 
He de~bribed social phenomena that sociologists have only recently con-
sidered worthy of study even thou·gh the perspectives and processes were 
~pparent to Freidson in 1970 (e.g~~ recognition of the social meaning of 
illness, social iatrogenesis, and medic~lization; i~portance for sociolo-
gists of not automatically assuming a medical perspective; awareness of 
laypersons' subjective experiences and the lay community's role in medical 
care). Fteidson did not and could not have predicted ~ome of the social 
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trends which have occurred since 1970. I would like to look at how he 
viewed chronic illness and disability then, and how we might 'reassess the 

.book in light of recent developments. 
I. Chronic Illness. Freidson's almost exclusive use of the term. 

"chronic illness" reflects the medical model. Current debates over which 
terms are more.politically correct (e.g., can everything be subsumed 
under 'the umbrella "disapility," and to what purpose?.) indicate the 
trends,which have and are continuing to. occur among disabled people, as 
well a~ within the general.population. Social ptocesses and events sµch 
as s~lf-h~lp and self-care, coalitions of disabled- individuals, an~ 
legislation at least in theory challenge the medical autonomy which 
Freidson describes and analyzes. · 

In 1970 we wo~ld not have perceived Freidson's primary use of the 
term "chronic illness" as limiting. Indeed, even to discuss long-term 
impairment and illness would have been refreshing. · However; to concentrate 
on the term "illness" today. ignore.s the growing perception· and legal 
recognition of the links among those who have a self-limited physical 
dis~bility and those who experience a less-static "chronic illness." 

II~ "Moral Entrepreneurs"; Lay Referral. Freidson defines·lay
"moral ent:i;epreneurs" as: · · 

_··rthe special lay interest groups ...which crusade each against 
the menace of its own specially chosen disease, impairment, or 
presli.mable disease-inducing agent ... each concerned. with.arousing 
the public ~ogive it the attention and resources that can· only. 
be gained at the expense of the other, each trying to creat~ in 
the public mind profound pity and horror at its own speciallt 
chosen human failing. (Freidson-, p. 254) 

'These still exist. Yet newer "moral entrepreneurs" attempt to forge 
·alliances_ in order to obtain the legal rights. and human understanding 
which should be afforded to all. Moreover, the values which they espouse, 
the actions which.they take, and their relationships with the standard 
medical authorities may differ greatly from those of the older organiza-
ti6ni. Freidson also discusses lay referral grciups, their roles in 
directing ·people towards/away from the health care system, and their 
relationship to class and ethnicity. Have developments such as self-help 
centers, increased di~ability activism, and an increased availability of 
aliernative treatments (at least in urban centers) had any impact on 
heaith-care utilization? Freidson pays relatively little attention to· 
the roles time and money (and the perception df .time a~ money) may play 
in h~alth-care utilization. For people with disabilities these are 
parfic~larly salient issties. 

III. Stigma, the Social Definition of Disease and Medical Practice. 
What is stigmatized and by whom seems increasingly complicated in American 
society today. Legal and civil rights have been extended-to people who. 
did not have such rights previously, thou~h discrimination has not disap-
peared. In 1970 Freidson categorized illnesses for which we do not hdld 
people responsible according to their ''imputed legitimacy and seriousness 
(239)." Today the content, iE not the framework, employed by Freidson · 
has changed .. For example, Freidson uses "cancer" to exemplify."chronic· 
sick or dying roles." He perceives cancer.as an unconditionally· legiti-
mate, serious deviation (not-stigmatized). However, if we. ask ourselves 
"how would I feel if I got cancer; how do I imagine others would treat 
me?i' we may see that cancer is a powerful symbol in· our -society, not 
alw~ys viewed.as "legitimate" (Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, 1979). 
In addition, not everyone who has or h~s had cancer can be subsumed under· 
the term "chronic sick.or dying." People may get. on~ or more of ·many 
different kinds of cancer, each with differing prognoses~ tr~atments,. 
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effects on everyday life, and impacts on how they view themselves and 
others. 

Questions of legitimacy and stigma are also relevant in discussing 
practitioner/client relationship~. For example, is the ''activity-passivity 
pattern" described below adequate or appropriate today?: 

[in discussing the Szasz-Hollender model of practice interac-
tions] ...stigmatized illnesses that spoil the identities of 
the sufferers are prone to be managed by the activity-passivity 
pattern, as are those with severe trauma, coma, and psychosis, 
and with patients who are extremely variant in culture or 
capacity: these characteristics prevent the patient or the 
physician from being socially responsive to treatment-.-(Freid-
son, p. 320) 

I know people who acknowledge the existence of stigmatizing attitudes 
towards their disability and describe themselves as disabled, but do not 
view themselves as having •ispoiled identities" and are certainly not 
passive in their relationships with physicians. In addition, I am not 
sure it was ever valid to include those who have "stigmat'ized illnesses" 
with comatose individuals. Many physicians may contine to view certain 
disabilities as "illegitimate." Yet there are "patients" who refuse to 
accept that definition of themse.lves and who look for "socially responsive" 
practitioners with whom to interact. 

Finally, Freidson points out (citing Parsons) that Americans have 
always .been concerned with issues of health and illness (pp. 245-46). 
Today exercise spas and health food stores, health care programs and 
providers, advertise for our services. I find it ironic that at the same 
time disability has become a more urgent public issue we'put pressure on 
ourselves, and are pressured to achieve, some state called "health." We 
find it difficult to define this state of health, but past definitions 
have not included those with disabilities. 

SUMMARY Historical changes and continued sociological research 
since 1970 have enriched our ways of looking at illness, health, disability 
and the medical profession. Such changes do not invalidate Freidson's 
analytical perspectives and questions. His book still stands as a classic 
worthy of being read and used. Freidson clearly understood when he wrote 
Profession of Medicine that he was living in a particular historical. 
moment and place. However, it is our responsibility as teachers and: 
researchers to continue to seek new answers to Freidson's questions, and 
to expand his models where appropriate. We would also do well to follow 
his example, by ·trying to be aware of our own historical and cultural 
limitations. 

RESOURCES 

A. The Resource Data Book gives us the first documented, descriptive 
·information on apparently healthy older people in the United States. 
Follow-up study will permit comprehensive comparison and correlation of 
data. According to the NIA principal investigator Dr. Joan Cornoni-
Huntley, the study serves as a valuable foundation for further research 
as well as a unique resource for health care professionals and policy 
makers planning for the future needs of an aging society. The study also 
offers insights into health habits, social functioning and chronic dis-
ability among people over the age of 65. Contacts: National Institute 
on Aging, Principal Investigator: Dr. Joan c. Cornoni-Huntley. 

B. The Data Bank of resources for theatre and disability is fully 
operational, computerized, and accessible. Information is divided into 
two major categories: 1) people and programs working in theatre with 
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dilSabled persons, and 2) print, media, and equipment-resources available. 
to assist· efforts to increase theatre accessibility, on stage and .off. 
-These two divisions are further subdivided in.to "by," "witr1," and "for" 
sectiol'}s. "BY'" .refers to public performances_involving per~ons ~ho.have 
disapilities; "with" includes activities utilizing theatre as process, 
and "for" involves efforts to make theatre accessible to audience-members. 
Additionalli, all entries in the Data Baqk are indexed according to 
appropriate-age gro-µps and type.s of disability, and the.people/program, 
listings are divided-according to geographical region~ The print, media, 
and ~quipment resources division of the Da.t~ Bank has approx_imately SOp: 
entries:. books,~articles, plays, di~sertations,· theses~ films, videos, 
and equipment which make the :.theatre environment accessible. Each entry 
is annotated and includes information reg~rding how the item can be 
obtain~d. The people and programs division includes-over 490 alphabetical 
or zip code ordered names and addresses for any ·combination of categories. 
Additionally, files of brochures, programs, news articles, and descri~tions 
p:r;ovide supplementary explan·atio.ns to the comp~ter listings. : All. aspects 
of the Data Bank are updated continually~ ·and any information ·received is 
greatly appreciated. Let us kno_w about new materials and equipment, 
chariges· in your 9wn work~ and other people and programs you encbunter. 
cutrently, information from the Data Bank is av~ilable. without charge. 
To supply informatibn to the Data Bank 9r to request specific information 

_regarding theatre and disability, write· to Dr. William E. Rickert, ·Depart-
ment of Communication, Wright s·tate University,. Dayton, OH 45435. 

c. The Association for Theatre and Disability is a new association 
founded by-members of the former Drama and _Theatre By, With, and.For 
Handicapped Individuals program of the American Theatre ·Association, 
which neces~arily was dissolved at the time of ATA's dissolution. The 
p~rpose of the Association for Theatre and Disability is to foster full 
participation and involvement of ·disabled_ individuals in .drama.·and theatre 
activities. Our first goal is .to establish a strong communications· and· 
resouice· network. This will be effec~ed by means of a newsietter and a 
databank containing extensive information.on individ~als ~nd gr6ups · · 
working, in the field. Future projects include the publication of a 
resource manual, participation in the meetings of the national theatre 
.organizations for Youth, Secondary Education, and Colleges and -Univer-
sities, ·and the sponsoring of-regional meetings and seminars. Membership 
in the Assciciation for Theatre and Disability is automatically granted to 
all individuals- and groups listed in the databank until January of 1987.-
At that tiine membership forms will be mailed which will include information 
on-dues. Membership benefits are as follo~s: Newsletter; Access to all 
da"t:abank information; Discount on all ATD publications; Membership rates 

.. at all conferences sporisored by ATD. (Susan Swarth6ut, Discovery Theatre, 
Smithsoni~n:Institute, Washington, DC) · 

D. The University of Minnesota, Department of Sociology, announces the 
establishment of a new research center, '.the Life Course Center which will 
examine the life co_urse in all its facets, from birth to death. Research 
interests .of current center affiliates include adolescent development in 
relation to transitions in the family, ~chool, and workplace; the study 
of careers - (e.g., family, occupational, political, de-linquent, and crimi-
n~l); the problems of di~placed homemakers; and life span changes-ih 
cognitions and behaviors relevant to achievemerit and health. Contact: 
Jeylari T. Mortimer, Director~ Department of Sociology, 1014·social Sciences 
Building, University of Minnesota,, Minneapolis, MN 55455. 
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E. Proceedings ·of Gazette International Networking Institute's Third 
International Polio and Independent Living Conference, May 100~12, 1985, 

·st. touis, Missouri. Edited by.Gini Laurie and Judith Raymond, 68 pp., 
1986, 81/2" x 11" paperback, ISBN 0-931391-02-5, '$16 in U.S •. and ·canada, 
$18 overseas. 

New information since the 1983 conference on the late effe6ts of 
polio for· physicians and other health care professionals, and. polio; 
suivivors. Topics include the ·role of exercise, the management of pain, 
need for·respiratory support, .psychological adaptations to changing· 
:respiratory. support, post-polio research, polio immunization· ·programs, 
ventilator-assisted living,··the independent living movement worldwide, 
and attendant care programs. · · · 

F. The Task Force on Longitudinal Research:Methods of the National 
Institute art Aging and the National Institute of Mental Health announces 
the availability of five annotated, brief bibliographies of longitudinal 
research methodologies: Longitudinal Factor Analysis (John Tisak and 
William Meredith), Event History Analysis (Jan M. Haem), Longitudinal 
Structural Equation Modeling (J.J. McArdle), Quantitative Measures 
(David_Rogosa), and Single Case Designs and Data Analysis (John Nessel-
roade )-. To· obtain copies send a mailing label with your name and address. 
to: Ronald P. Abeles, Bibliographies, Behavioral Sciences Research, 
National Institute on Aging, Building 31, Room 4C32, Bethesda, MD 20892. 

G. Age Words: A Glossary on Health and Aging is now available from _the 
. National _Institute on Aging. The glossary defines 275 basic terms fre-
quently used by gerontologists and is designed for a general audience. 
Single copies are free; multiple copies are available for $2.00 with a 
25% discount-for bulk orders of 100 or more~· ·contact: NIA Information 
Center/AW, 2209 Distribution Circle, Silver Springs, MD 20910; 301/495-
3455~ . 

H. The 1986 General Social Survey, conducted by the National Opini9n 
Research Center, University of Chicago, is now available from the Roper 
Center. The 1982-86 cumulative data file contains 14 subfiles--13 national 
cross-sections and an oversample of blacks in 1982. The file has over 
20,000 cases and 1,000 variables. The merged design assists in the 
analysis of time trends and the examination of subgroups. supplemental 
que~tions have be~n added on the feminization of poverty. To"p~rcha~~ a 
copy or for further infotmation, contact! The Roper Center; Box 440, 
Storrs, CT 0~268. 

r·. Philadelphia's Elderly: Their Health and Social Status, Utilization 
and:Access to Services. T~is study, part of Philadelphia Health Management 
Corporation's Neighborhood Data Base Project, provides demographic data 
as well as information on health status, use of health and social services, 
social and personal networks, etc. The report can be ordered for $i6.00 
(in~ludes postage) from: Philadelphia He~lth Management Corporation, 841 
Ch~stnut Street~ Suite 1290, Philadelphia, PA 19107. For further info 
6ali.Frank Killian, 215/629-8882. 

J. · Disability Focus, Inc. Purpose: To Direct A Disability Perspective 
on Social Policy. Social policy· usually iijnores .the reality of disability 
and the natural vulnerability of the human ··body .to common risks, stresses 
and stiains·of living. Resolutions to community .needs which do -not 
direct attention to increasingly common human limitations further handicap 
citizens who happen to have a disability. Many unnecessarily restrictive 
soclal decisions can be avoided by including iri the decision-making· 
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process-.individuals _both professionally qualified and personally expe-
rienced-with the barriers faced by disabled Americans. Disability Focus, 
Irie. is moving: 1) To create resource lists of appropriate _professionals 
whose· persona.'l experience with disabilities has increased their knowledge
of society's.barriers to full participation; 2) To advocate-f6r inclusion 

·of .·such individuals ·on· all policy-making· boards, panels; commissions and · 
~----·.. committees; 3) To conduct surveys, public awareness campaigns, . training, 

'.conferences and other activities which illuminate·the advantages of 
~o~i~l p6licy which includes planning for diversity; 4) To encourage ~nd 
assist in all networking activiti.es which will gain common goals. .Your 

----Immediate Action Is Requested:· Di-sability Focus is soliciting resumes. 
and curriculum vitae from appropriate and interested individuals who have 
personal experience with disability. Contact: Mary Jane Owen, Director, 
2032 Belmont Road, Northwest, #226; Washington,. DC 20009; 202/ 483~8.582 . 

. Membership:_ Individual - $25; Organizatio;n - $125; Assoc.· - $15. A 
non-profit organization - Contributions are tax.deductible. 

K. Women's Studies. The Women's History Research Center, Inc., 2325 
Oak St., Berkelei, CA 94708, has .available special microfilm series on 

· women in law, mental health of women/women and health and Herstory--a 
comprehensive record of ideas and events of the current women's movement. 

L. The Leonard Cheshire Foundation International has announced plans to 
develop a computerized database on community based rehabilitation ·projects, 
particularly those lqcated in Eastern and southern Africa.: Details: .. 
Mr. Ronald Tra~ers, International Director, Leonard:Cheshire Foundation 
International, 26-29 Maunsel St .. , London SWl P 2QN, U.K-. · · · 

M. Aging and Developmental Disabilities Information Exchange. We would 
appreciate any and all information- you have on special projects or demon-
str~tion .piograms, special services, interagency agreements, curricula, 
conferences and ~eetings, research projects, and special arrangements · 
related to this subject. Please send the_ name of someone we can -contac::t 
to get information or. send a summary of the information to Aging.Proj. -· 
which is ourE mailbox at SCAN. If you can send hard copy, please forward 
it to Dr. Thomas Rase, Aging/DD Project, Montgomery College, Rockville~ 
Maryland 20850 or Matt Janicki at National Institute on Aging, B-31, Room 
seas, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20892. Telephone inquiries, 
etc~, can be made to Matt Janicki at 301/496~9322 or Tom Rose at 301/279-
5246~ We are making available 1) a Bibliography of Publications - Articles 
and Books, and Listings of 2) conferences· and Meetings, and 3) Demonstra-

.tions and Model Projects. You can get hard copy of any or all of_ the 
above from either Tom Rose or Matt Janicki: 

N~ A free newsletter of the Gall~udet Research Institute, will be 
published each fall, winter, and spring, and will describe research.· 
conducted in various departments at Gallaudet, both inside and outside 
the GRI. The Fall 1986 issue is a special one on sign language research~ 
including a report on GRI's spring series of three seminars concerning · 
sign language and deaf culture; an overview of current sign lahguage 
research at Gallaudet; Barbara Kannapell's perspective on bilingual, 
bicultural education for deaf students; and notes on Barbara Brauer's 
work in translating widely-used psychological instruments into American 
Sign Language. If you wish to be added to the mailing list, Write to:: 
Robert c. ·Johnson, Editor, RESEARCH AT GALLAUDET, Gallaudet Research 
Institute, 800 Florida Avenue, NE, Washington, DC 20002. 
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